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During 1854, the introduction of the Douglas Bill and, subsequent

ly, the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act shattered the brief interlude 

of sectional peace that had prevailed since the celebrated Compromise of 

1850. Scholars have explored in voluminous detail the profound changes in 

national· politics that resulted from the enactment of this legislation. 

Unfortunately, few historians have examined the consequences of the renewal 

of the slavery issue within local northern communities. The Western 

Reserve represents a classic example of such oversight. Relying exclu

sively upon the region's reputation for radicalism and abolitionism, 

commentators have attempted to explain the Reserve's adverse reaction to 

the Nebraska affair by citing the inhabitants' hatred for slavery and their 

determination to prevent its expansion into the western territories. With

out question, this sup er ficial analysis is partially accurate, for the 

majority of Reserve citizens viewed the slave society of the South as an 

aggressive and expansive foe. At the same time, by failing to look beyond 

these stereotypes, analysts have ignored a vital dimension of mid-nineteenth 

century Reserve political protest. 

Indisputably, the Western Reserve served as a vanguard for the 

political antislavery movement between 1854 and 1856. The region's 
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penchant for radicalism resulted not only from the moral sentiments of 

the citizenry but also from a fierce power struggle that had thrown the 

usually stable Reserve political system into a state of crisis by the 

first weeks of 1854. Since the 1820's, the political power in north

eastern Ohio had been concentrated in the hands of a small, homogeneous 

group of politicians and editors who were affiliated initially with the 

National Republicans and, later, with the Whigs. During the tumultuous 

presidential campaign of 1848, a disgruntled faction of Whigs bolted and 

formed the Reserve's Free Soil Party. Six years of division weakened both 

groups, and, in 1853, the Democratic Party, previously an impotent organ

ization within the Reserve, captured a plurality of the vote in seven of 

the twelve counties. By the beginning of 1854, Reserve Free Soil and Whig 

politicians at last recognized their precarious position and vowed to 

suppress their new rival. 

The renewal of the sectional controversy provided the old Reserve 

elite with the ideal mechanism with which they could restore their eroded 

power. Sharing with their constituents a firm belief in the treacherous 

intentions of Southerners, the Reserve's Free Soil and Whig officials were 

also acutely aware of the potential value of the Nebraska question as a 

political issue. Consequently, leaders from both par~ies engineered much 

of the anti-Nebraska protest within the Western Reserve. Attributing to 

the Democratic Pierce Administration full responsibility for the Douglas 

measure, Whig and Free Soil politicians, with the assistance of their 

allied newspaper editors, deftly converted the anger that Reserve inhabit

ants harbored for this Bill into hostility toward the local Democratic 

forces. Initially, leaders in both camps, although they frequently 

cooperated during the protest, retained independent organizations. 

However, after the passage of the Kansas~Nebraska Act, Free Soil and Whig 
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decision-makers became convinced that the slaveholders and their Democra-

tic allies could be halted only by a unified party. Abandoning their old 

affiliations, partisans established chapters of a new "Republican" Party 

in most communities within the Reserve. 

The Republican Party in northeastern Ohio began as a heterogeneous 

coalition of dissidents who were united only in their hostility to the 

extension of slavery. Anxious to placate all elements within their party, 

Reserve Republican officials constructed the 1855 and 1856 campaigns around 

antislavery, the only principle that all factions within their constituency 

held in common. This blend of radical antislavery and political expediency 

proved to be a profitable combination for the Reserve's old political elite. 

The power of this _group within state party circles was substantially 

enhanced in 1855 when the antislavery opportunist, Salmon Chase, backed by 

widespread support within the Reserve, was elected Ohio's first Republican 

governor. In 1856, the stature of the region's party leaders within the 

national Republican hierarchy increased after Western Reserve had supplied 

presidential candidate John c. Fremont with his margin of victory in Ohio. 

The influence of Reserve Republicans steadily declined between 

1856 and the Civil War as a new breed of moderate politicians rose to 

positions of prominence in the national party. Nevertheless, the old 

Reserve political elite had, within the brief span of two years, achieved 

their primary goals. By 1856, the new party had routed their Democratic 

adversaries within all Reserve counties, and the energetic Republican 

politicians had constructed the stable local organizations that enabled 

them to retain political preeminence in northeastern Ohio for many decades. 



PREFACE 

Prior to the Civil War, astute observers from all sections of the 

United States were aware of the scope and the intensity of antislavery 

sentiment in Ohio's Western Reserve. Southern politicians and editors 

cursed the inhabitants and classified them as abolitionists. Prominent 

figures in northern antislavery circles often toured the Reserve and 

praised the transplanted Yankees for their righteous convictions and 

their firm dedication to the cause of human freedom. Modern historians 

have tended to accept without scrutiny the contemporary characterizations 

of the Western Reserve as a bastion of radical antislavery agitation. 

Remarkably, the area has been the subject of little serious research. In 

particular, political developments within the Reserve during the decade 

before the War have not been adequately chronicled. 

This thesis will attempt, in part, to remedy this deficiency. 

Primary attention will be given to the most important activity within 

V 

the Reserve; the formation of the Republican Party between 1854 and 1856. 

Born amidst the turmoil of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the new party served 

as the vehicle through which the disgruntled opponents of the Pierce 

Administration, regardless of the depth of their commitment to the 

principle of antislavery, converted their discontent into concrete 

political action. During the course of this work, the dominant charac

teristics of the infant Republican Party in northeastern Ohio will be 

identified, and the degree to which Reserve Republicans conformed to 

the ubiquitous stereotype of "radical" will be determined. 

Since the Western Reserve encompassed an extensive territory that 

included twelve counties and five congressional districts, an accurate 

analysis of party development might appear to be a formidable task. 



Actually, the nature of politics within the Reserve greatly facilitated 

research. The political realm, like the general society, was highly 

structured and orderly. Government was the special province of a class 

that consisted almost exclusively of lawyers and editors. Farmers, 

though comprising the bulk of the Reserve's population, seldom sought 

office and generally remained content to grant or to withhold support 

for the local "professional" politician. Thus, crucial decisions were 

most often made by the elite at the top of the political hierarchy. In 

this thesis, extensive coverage will be allotted to the leaders who 

forged the programs and implemented the policies of the new party. 

Although all regions within the Reserve will be analyzed in this 

work, special emphasis will be placed upon the eastern counties. Horne 

vi 

of the more prestigious newspapers and legendary figures such as Joshua 

Giddings and Benjamin Wade, these areas, and specifically Ashtabula and 

Cuyahoga counties, were the battlegrounds upon which most of the power 

struggles within the fledgling party took place. In addition, Mahoning 

County will receive more emphasis than its size and its political 

significance might perhaps justify. Unlike many Reserve counties, 

Mahoning was characterized by an almost even distribution of Republican 

and Democratic adherents. A product of the close and bitter partisan 

strife, the party in this county differed significantly from those in the 

more homogeneous Republican subdivisi~ns to the north and west. 

With several important exceptions, Reserve politicians failed to 

leave behind collections of correspondence, but virtually all of the 

most prominent Whig, Free Soil, Democratic, and Republican newspapers 

remain extant. Valuable depositories for all aspects of Reserve life 

during the 1850's, these journals served as the major sources for the 

research represented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 

POLITICS AND ANTISLAVERY IN OHIO'S WESTERN 

RESERVE, 1795 - 1853 

The densely populated and heavily industrialized centers that 

today occupy much of the land within the Western Reserve bear only a 

slight resemblance to the predominately agricultural communities whose 

sons played such decisive roles in pre-Civil War politics. The origins 

of the Western Reserve can be traced to 1795 when the state of 

Connecticut sold approximately three million acres of its western lands 

to thirty five speculators incorporated as the Connecticut Land 

Company. 1 This enormous tract extended from Pennsylvania to a line 120 

miles west of the border and from the 41° latitude to the shore of 

k . 2 La e Erie. Several groups of settlers accompanied the first parties of 

surveyors into the area during the late 1790's, but few permanent 

communit\es were established prior to the War of 1812. By the summer of 

1817, thousands of New Englanders, suffering from the effects of the 

1 

3 
economic depression that prevailed in the East, flocked into the Reserve. 

1David Lindsey, Ohio's Western Reserve, The Story of Its Place 
Names (Cleveland: Western Reserve Uni~ersity Press, 1955), p. 3. 

2see Appendix A. 

3Harlan H. Hatcher, The Western Reserve: The Story of New 
Connecticut in Ohio (Cleveland: World Publishing Company, 1966), 
p. 72. 
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Through the 1840's, the area enjoye d a steady increase in populat ion. By 

1850, the exodus from the northeastern states had ceased, and the 

majority of Reserve settlements had attained levels of population that 

would persist until the Civil War. 

When compared to its counterparts in other portions of the Old 

Northwest, the settlement pattern of the Western Reserve was quite 

atypical. By the time of the apex of the mass migrations in the second 

decade of the nineteenth century, speculators, having long since acquired 

rights to the land .from the original company, had surveyed the entire 

region and prepared all habitable land for immediate sale. 4 As a result, 

all portions of the Reserve were settled almost simultaneously. By 1850, 

the interior counties, as well as those adjacent to the Pennsy lvania 

border and to Lake Erie, had each attained between twenty and thirty 

thousand inhabitants. 

During this formative stage, the Western Reserve remained 

predominantly rural. Moderate urban concentrations did spring up at 

Cleveland and, to a lesser extent, at Sandusky as a result of employment 

opportunities generated by railroads, canals, and harbors. Nevertheless; 

throughout the pre-War era, most citizens dwelt on isolated homesteads 

or in compact villages that were deliberately patterned after New England 

antecedents. 

The population of the Western Reserve was remarkably homogeneous. 

The vast majority of the inhabitants were New Englanders who either had 

migrated directly from their native habitat or had moved on to 

northeastern Ohio after initial stops in New York and northern 

4 rbid., p. 62. 



Pennsylvania. 5 These immigrants incorporated their values, religion, 

architecture, and political orientation into their new surroundings. 

Though not exactly a reproduction of Connecticut society, the Western 

Reserve retained a distinct Yankee flavor unparalleled by any other . 

region of the American West. 

Cultural uniformity within the Reserve was greatly facilitated 

by the absence of competing groups. Early in the nineteenth century, 

3 

Ohio experienced heavy migration from Virginia, Kentucky, and other slave 

states. With few exceptions, these newcomers ignored the northeastern 

quadrant and settled within the hilly terrain of southern Ohio. 6 

Non-Yankee Pennsylvanians, including a large number of Germans, also 

arrived in Ohio during this era, but they concentrated their settlements 

in the east-central portion of the state, especi~lly in Columbiana, 

Stark, Jefferson, and Carroll counties, all just south of the Reserve. 7 

The foreign-born remained a distinct minority within the Reserve. By 

1850, they accounted for more than 10% of the population only in the 

partially industrialized counties of Cuyahoga, Lorain, and Erie. 8 For 

the most part, the villages of the Re-serve were immune from the bitter 

nativist upheavals that plagued Cincinnati and several other portions 

of the state throughout the 1840's and the 1850's. 

5william c. Cochran, The Western Reserve and the Fugitive Slave 
Law: A Prelude to the Civil War (Cleveland: Western Reserve Historical 
Society, 1920), pp. 54 - 78. 

6rbid., p. 54. 

7
Ibid. 

8see Appendix B. 



Despite the widespread contemporary belief that the Western 

Reserve was a haven for fugitive slaves, an infinitesimal number of 

free blacks resided within the region in 1850. Employment for blacks 

on railroads and on the docks was available on a limited basis in 

several urban centers, but in no county did the black population 

exceed 1%. Most counties contained less than 100 blacks. Compared to 

other sections of the state, overt racial hostility and fears of 

amalgamation were not rampant in the Reserve. 

The homogeneity of the population and the broad consensus 

regarding values facilitated the development of a stable, orderly; and 

prosperous society. Agriculture served as the economic foundation of 

4 

practically every community. The majority of the inhabitants were sturdy 

yeoman farmers. A sufficient number of artisans, mechanics, and 

professional men resided in the nearby villages. Except for foreign 

immigrants drawn to Cleveland for employment in fledgling industries, 

the Reserve lacked what is commonly defined as a working class. 

Although subject to the economic fluctuations that were 

prominent features of nineteenth century America, the Western Reserve 

generally ramained one of the more prosperous regions of Ohio. 9 The 

Yankee stress upon the value of ~ark, combined with 'the lack of class 

conflict, enabled the economic system of northeastern Ohio to function 

smoothly. In addition, the Reserve inhabitants, retaining the New England 

emphasis upon education, were among the more literate groups of pioneers 

9Eric Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: 
the Republican Party Before the Civil War (New York: 
Press, 1970), p. 49. 

The Ideology of 
Oxford University 



in the West. 10 Over a span of only three decades, the area had grown 

into a source of envy for its less endowed neighbors. 

By the eve of the Civil War, the Western Reserve had become well 

known throughout the nation. Widespread notoriety was not the result of 

the economic or social attributes of the region but rather of its 

association in the public mind with the radical antislavery movement. 

5 

Slavery had captured the attention of Reserve Yankees during the era of 

the Great Revival. The brand of the Congregationalist religion practiced 

by most inhabitants mandated that salvation could best be attained 

through vocal and relentless assault upon fortresses of evil. 11 Removed 

from everyday life and readily perceived as a blot on Christianity, 

American slavery became an excellent target for religious crusades. 12 

During the 1830's, itinerant preachers, many advocates of abolitionism, 

reinforced the concept that slavery was immoral during their extensive 

travels throughout the Western Reserve. By 1840, many men occupying 

positions of leadership, including politicians such as Joshua Giddings 

and Benjamin Wade, opposed slavery on religious grounds and accepted 

the contention that the federal government was in the clutches of slave

holding conspirators who were determined to expand their institution. 13 

During the three decades prior to 1860, the Western Reserve's 

reputation as a hotbed of abolitionism increased. In 1834, the 

lOibid. 

11James B. Stewart, Joshua R. Giddings and the Tactics of Radical 
Politics (Cleveland: _ Case Western Reserve University Press, 1970), p p . 
25 - 27. 

12Ibid. 

13 Louis Filler, The Crusade Against Slavery, 1830 - 1860 (New 
York: Harper Company, 1960), p. 103. 



rebellious faction of antislavery zealots from the Lane Seminary in 

Cincinnati relocated at Oberlin College in Lorain County. To the 

chagrin of many Northerners, the school admitted free blacks on an equal 

status with white students. During the 1840's, Reserve politicians 

consistently identified efforts at national expansion as plots of the 

"slave power", and most citizens, sharing their leaders analyses of the 

intentions of Southerners, opposed the acquisition of the territory 

acquired during the Mexican War. 

All other factors aside, the reaction of the Western Reserve to 

6 

the fugitive slave ordinances accounted for the area's image as a citadel 

for antislavery agitation. The region's Democratic newspapers 

frequently bemoaned the impropriety of such legislation while Whig and 

Free Soil journals ridiculed the acts and openly advocated defiance and 

obstruction. The uniformity of opposition to these measures was so 

intense that even Benjamin Wade, a cautious conservative on most social 

issues, shocked his colleagues during a speech in the United States 

Senate by denouncing the fugitive laws and by vowing, if the opportunity 

arose, ta personally violate them. 14 

When subjected to a closer examination, the commitment of the 

Western Reserve to radical antislavery was not as solid as contemporaries 

believed. During the 1840's and the lBSO's, few fugitives were 

reclaimed within the Reserve. The region's reputation for radicalism 

might well have persuaded some owners to abandon the hunt for runaways who 

had auccessfully reached northern Ohio. More likely, the cost of 

financing expeditions so far to the north convinced both masters and 

14congressional Globe, Appendix, 33rd Congress, 1st Session, 
March 3, 1854, p. 309. 
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federal agents to restrict their slave catching to the more accessible 

and less hostile southern parts of the state. The miniscule black 

population of the Reserve also indicates that many of those slaves 

fortunate enough to enter the area were quickly passed on into Canada. 

The citizens of the Reserve, although they vociferously defended the 

rights of blacks in the abstract, did not want them for neighbors. Most 

inhabitants supported voluntary colonization schemes and other plans that 

were devised to prevent escaped or manumitted slaves from migrating into 

the North. 15 Regardless of the actual strength of antislavery sentiment 

in northeastern Ohio, on the eve of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the area was 

widely perceived as an abolitionist stronghold. 

Just as the region had acquired a national reputation for its 

hostility to slavery, so too was the Western Reserve recognized as the 

mortal enemy of the Democratic Party. In no other area outside of New 

England had voters so consistently rebuked the party of Jackson. In the 

elections of 1824 and 1828, John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay captured 

heavy majorities throughout the Reserve. Undoubtedly, the region's 

farmers perceived the "American System" of Clay, with its stress upon 

improvements in railroads, harbors, and canals, to be an attractive 

alternative to the policies advocated by the Democrats. 16 Also, the 

conservative yeomen found National Republican fiscal and banking programs 

to be much more palatable than those -of the Jacksonians. When the Whigs 

replaced the National Republicans as the dominant anti-Jacksonian force 

during the mid-1830's, the inhabitants of northeastern Ohio readily 

15Filler, Crusade Against Slavery, pp. 224 - 225. 

1 6stewart, Joshua Giddings, p. 10. 
WIL LI M F. r. Ill\(; RARY 

YOI JNGST \' i'c ST fi:: Ui VERSIT'ti 



transferred their allegiance to the new party. Within a few years, the 

Western Reserve became one of the country's more stable and dependable 

h
. . 17 Wig regions. 

For over twenty years, Whiggery and antislavery coexisted in an 

awkward alliance within the Reserve. During the early 1840's, the 

Liberty Party became established within the region, but it initially 

offered only a token challenge to Whig hegemony. 18 During the Mexican 

War, the weak Liberty Party organizations were substantially enhanced by 

the addition of a disgruntled faction of intensely antislavery Whigs who 

had bolted from their parent organization.19 Nevertheless, the majority 

of Reserve Whigs remained within the party and crushed their new adver

saries in congressional elections. 20 Adamant in their support of Whig 

economic policy and confident that their party would select a northern 

candidate who would overcome the Democracy in 1848, Reserve partisans 

during the mid-1840's as yet saw no irreconcilable contradiction between 

their antislavery sentiment and their political connection. 

An important turning point in the political history of north

eastern Ohio occurred during the presidential campaign of 1848. 

Desperate for victory, the national Whigs chose as their nominee the 

popular war hero, Zachery Taylor. The selection of a slaveholder proved 

17 b'd .!.2...' p. 15 . 

8 

18 
Theodore Clarke Smith, The Liberty and Free Soil Parties in the 

Northwest (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1897), p. 42. 

19stewart, Joshua Giddings, p. 84. 

2 Or bid. , p. 97 • 



to be totally unacceptable to antislavery elements throughout the North. 

In the Western Reserve, the Taylor nomination prompted a serious split 

within Whig ranks. A sizeable faction, headed by prominent legislator 

Joshua Giddings, aligned with the Liberty Party and supported, albeit 

with little enthusiasm, the national Free Soil candidate, Martin Van 

21 
Buren. A significant portion of Whigs, including Judge Benjamin Wade, 

grudgingly remained loyal to Taylor. 22 This rift in the Whig ranks 

9 

proved to be permanent. The impact of the schism became readily apparent 

in 1852 when Reserve Free Soil support for John P. Hale doomed Winfield 

Scott's bid in Ohio. 

By 1854, the Reserve's once proud Whig machine, like so many of 

its counterparts throughout the North, lay shattered. Deprived of their 

reliable political organization, old partisans en_tered one of two 

mutually hostile camps. By the early 1850's, the Free Soilers were 

clearly the more healthy remnant of the old Reserve Whig Party. Since 

1848, the faction had made steady strides on all levels of government. 

Until the resounding Democratic state victory of 1853, the Reserve Free 

Soilers held the balance of power in the Ohio legislature. 23 In 1854, 

two out of the four Free Soilers in the national House of Representatives 

came from districts within the Reserve. 

21 b'd ~.,p. 156. 

22
Hans Louis Trefousse, Benjamin Franklin Wade, Radical Republican 

from Ohio (New York: Twayne Publishing Company, 1963), p. 57. 

23 Ibid., p. 64; Eugene H. Roseboom, The Civil War Era, 1850 -
~, in Carl Wittke, ed., The History of the State of Ohio, vol. IV 
(Columbus: The Ohio Archaeological and Historical Society, 1944), p. 261. 
By 1853, groups previously identified by the label "Free Soil" were now 
known by the designation "Free Democrat" or "Independent Democrat" in many 



The eminent head of the region's Free Soilers was the 

irrepressible Joshua R. Giddings. The oldest member of Congress, 

Giddings had established a national reputation in the House of 

Representatives as champion of human rights and as a proponent of 

antislavery agitation. Heir to the tradition of John Quincy Adams, the 

old veteran was destined to play a leading role in the organization of 

the northern resistance to the South. 

10 

The second political faction within the Reserve retained at least 

nominal ties to the national Whig Party. In comparison with the Free 

Soilers, their fortunes had slipped drastically since 1848. In particu

lar, the old line Whigs suffered from Scott's poor showing in the 1852 

election and from Free Sailer Samuel Lewis' victory in five Reserve 

counties during the 1853 gubernatorial contest. 24 Ambitious politicians 

sensing that this faction was on the verge of extinction, began to look 

upon the region's Free Soil Party as the best vehicle for both personal 

advancement and the establishment of resistance to the Democrats. 25 

One of the few Reserve politicians who retained ties with the 

national Whigs until 1854 wa.s Benjamin Wade. A renowned lawyer and 

highly respected judge, Wade provided the region's old line Whigs with 

solid leadership. An outspoken critic of alliance between the national 

government and the "slave power", Wade nevertheless remained within the 

sections ofthe North. The Western Reserve was a notable exception to 
this trend. Few Free Soilers in this region would accept any title 
that contained the word "Democrat" within it. As a result, the Free 
Soil Party retained its original name in most portions of northeastern 
Ohio. For the sake of clarity and convenience, the term "Free Sailer" 
will hereafter be uniformly applied to all groups, regardless of 
contemporary nomenclature. 

24Frederick J. Blue, The Free Soilers: Third Party Politics, 
l848 - 1854 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), p. 272. 

25 Ibid. 
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framework of his party where he was in a favorable position to promote 

economic measures that he cherished as deeply as antislavery agitation. 

The distinction between the two Reserve factions was actually one 

of degree rather than of substance. Unlike the development of the 

movement elsewhere, most of the Reserve's Free Soilers were ex-Whigs. 

The 1853 Free Soil platform in Ohio mentioned free trade and other somewhat 

radical measures, but few Reserve Free Soilers were emotionally committed 

to issues other than those that related to slavery.
26 

Since old line 

Whigs opposed the extension of slavery, the underlying principles of 

both groups were not vastly different. In the early months of 1854, 

Free Soilers and old line Whigs still retained separate identities and 

competed for the spoils of office, yet no irreconcilable obstacles blocked 

their paths toward a union. 

From 1848 to 1854, relations between the two groups were 

inconsistent. In 1851, the Free Soil element from the Reserve, exer-

cising their power in the Ohio legislature, acquiesced to the nomination 

of Benjamin Wade as a compromise candidate for the United States 

Senate. 27 This type of cooperation between the camps was unusual, for 

Reserve Free Soilers and Whigs continued to run separate slates of 

candidates in many elections. Several of the most bitter contests were 

waged in the 1848 and 1852 congressional campaigns between the Free 

Soiler Giddings and challengers supported by the political organs of 

26 bo h .. Rose om, Te Civil War Era, p. 275. 

27 Ibid., p. 261. 



Benjamin Wade. 28 The rivalry between Giddings and Wade paralleled, in 

a sense, the split between Reserve Whigs and Free Soilers. The former 

law partners, both residents of the Ashtabula County town of 

Jefferson, were in substantial agreement upon the fundamental issues 

that confronted the North. The rift between them emanated from a 

personal feud and from differences in style and in emphasis. Giddings, 

obsessed by moral convictions and by a strong sense of duty, served as 

a driving force behin? the political antislavery movement in Washington. 

The more practical Wade combined firm opposition to the "slave power" 

with concern for a wide variety of other issues. Like the two 

political parties that they represented, Giddings and Wade were 

separated by differences that were largely superficial. 

In January, 1854, the two factions once again prepared to vie 

for the political supremacy of the Western Reserve. The Democratic 

sweep in 1853 had, for the first time in several decades, given 

indications that that party, buttressed by national and state patronage, 

could at last make significant inroads into this hostile region. 

Actually, the Democratic task was still quite formidable. Except for 

Cleveland and the extreme western and southern counties, Free Soilers 

and old line Whigs outnumbered Democrats by substantial majorities. 

Both camps recognized that their worst political enemy was not the 

Democratic Party but rather their c..9ntinued division. Nonetheless, 

during the first days of the new year, neither faction appeared ready 

to enter into coalition with its rival. 

28 b ' d .!__2_., p. 271; Stewart, Joshua Giddings, pp. 58 - 214 . 

12 



As Reserve politicians struggled to resolve this dilemma, the 

federal government began to consider the disposition of the extensive 

territory of Nebraska. In the course of this process, the bill proposed 

by Illinois Senator Stephen A. Douglas attained near unanimous approval 

13 

in the South and the formal endorsement of the Democratic Administration. 

Seen by antislavery elements as a plot to extend slavery into the 

territories under the guise of the principle of popular sovereignty, it 

precipitated one of the largest and most intense reactions in national 

history. In the Western Reserve, the Douglas Bill did much more than 

arouse the antislavery sentiment of the population. The measure served 

as the catalyst that led to the rebirth of the old political coalition 

and to the formation of a successful party that, despite enormous shifts 

in policy and philosophy, has endured into the modern era. 



Chapter II 

NEBRASKA POLITICS, ROOTS OF A NEW PARTY, 

JANUARY - May, 1854 

"This Western Reserve has a world-wide reputation for being 
addicted to isms and one ideas. It has obtained this reputa
tion from the character of its leading men who have figured in 
its politics, such as Giddings, Wade, Vaughn, and Briggs. 
Whenever a new measure is proposed in Congress or Conventions, 
the public can always 'look . to the Reserve' for either com
mendation or condemnation meetings, and Cleveland to furnish 
the detonating powder for these too often premature explosions." 

Cleveland Plain Dealer, February 3, 1854 

In January, 1854, many Democrats believed that their party was 

on the threshold of an era of great prosperity. · Democratic majorities 

were substantial in both houses of the national legislature. During 

his tenure as chief executive, Franklin Pierce had pursued a cautious 

domestic policy that helped to foster cooperation between the northern 

and southern branches of his party. Most importantly, many Democrats 

from every section had rallied to the support of the Compromise of 1850. 

So often a divisive force in the past, the slavery question did not now 

loom as an obstacle to party unity. 

In Ohio, Democratic fortunes had increased dramatically as a 

result of the 1852 and 1853 elections ~ By 1854, over 70% of the members 

29 
of the Ohio General Assembly were adherents of the party of Jackson. 

29
Plain Dealer (Cleveland), January 5, 1854, p. 2. 
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In addition, Ohioans had in 1853 chosen as their governor the Democrat 

William Medill over Free Sailer Samuel Lewis and the hapless Whig 

candidate Nelson Barrere. 30 Effective party organization and the ready 

availability of liberal amounts of federal patronage promised the 

Democrats a long and profitable reign within the state. 

The Western Reserve was also affected by the Democratic surge. 

In 1852, voters in three of the five congressional districts within the 

Reserve elected Democratic representatives. Medill, capitalizing' upon 

the presence of two other candidates, carried the region by little over 

1,000 votes and captured a plurality in seven of the twelve Reserve 

counties. 31 The Democratic gains were directly related to the rift 

be tween Free Soilers and old line Whigs. Only in Portage County did 

Medill poll more than the combined total of the Lewis-Barrere vote. 

Nevertheless, Democratic inroads into the region, coupled with the 

unabated division of the opponents, gave strong indications that the 

Reserve's traditional hostility toward Democracy was drawing to an 

abrupt conclusion. 

· In the course of the national experience, several parties, 

although in possession of enormous advantages, have suffered dramatic 

setbacks. No other political misfortune can rival the collapse of the 

Democratic Party throughout the North during 1854. Beginning with no 

serious liabilities, in _less than one year, northern Democrats endured 

a series of staggering electoral defeats at the hands of a remarkable 

30Roseboom, The Civil War Era, p. 276. 
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31National Era (Washington), November 3, 1853, p. 174; See also 
Appendix c. 
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dh . 1· . 32 an eterogeneous coa ition. Long the country's nemesis, slavery 

precipitated this drastic decline in Democratic power. Exhausted by 

years of sectional strife, many Americans, especially those who resided 

within the North, sincerely believed that the Compromise of 1850 had 

eliminated the peculiar institution as a viable issue. The Douglas Bill 

shattered the brief interlude of sectional peace. In theory, this measure 

enabled the inhabitants of Nebraska and Kansas to determine whether their 

territories would enter the union as free or slave states. Fearful that 

the Administration would abuse the concept of popular sovereignty, 

antislavery forces looked upon this Bill as a well-conceived plot that 

would extend slavery beyond the boundaries agreed upon during previous 

compromises. By bringing the debate over the extension of slavery back 

into the halls of Congress, the proponents of the measure helped to 

inaugurate a new era of sectional controversy. 

Reaction to Douglas Bill throughout the North was prompt and 

extensive. Individuals and groups with little else in common expressed 

their mutual dissatisfaction by attending the protest meetings that were 

held in many northern cities, villages, and hamlets during the first 

months of 1854. Party men of both Free Soil and Whig persuasion, hoping 

to convert the widespread discontent into political gain, were in the 

forefront of the resistance. Many antislavery advocates, interpreting 

32David M. Potter, The Impending Crisis, 1848 - 1861 (New York: 
Harper and Row Company, 1976), p. 175; In the 33rd Congress (1853 -
1855), Democrats controlled 162 seats in the House of Representatives, 
91 of these from non-slaveholding states. In the 34th Congress (1855 -
1857), Democrats held only 86 total seats. 66 out of the 91 free state 
seats were .lost in the 1854 election. 
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the measure to be evidence of anothe r southern plot, added their voices 

to the protest. Nativists, eager to help defeat the proposal of the 

Democratic "foreign" Party, participated in the meetings. Some northern 

Democrats, angered by the Pierce Administration's apparent ties to the 

South, disavowed the Bill. Sentiment against the measure grew constantly 

throughout the spring, and, by the time that the Douglas Bill passed 

through the House of Representatives as the Kansas-Nebraska Act on May 

22, opposition to this legislation was rampant in many regions of the 

North and the Midwest. 33 

In Ohio, the Douglas Bill came as an unwelcome gift to the 

Democratic party, a group that was already in the throes of a mild 

controversy. During the first .days of January, 1854, the Ohio State 

Democratic convention met at Columbus and, by a vote of 197 to 27, endorsed 

the national party platform first developed at the Baltimore convention 

in 1852. 34 With Ohio now safely under Democratic control, party leaders 

undoubtedly felt that the amount of federal patronage allotted to them 

would depend upon the establishment of a close and cordial relationship 

with the· Pierce Administration. Sure that the lucrative rewards of 

membership in a victorious party would keep Ohio's antislavery Democrats 

in the ranks, state officials gambled that the few distinctly proslavery 

principles in the Baltimore platform, including acceptance of the fugitive 

slave laws and a pledge to suppress abolitionist agitation, would not 

produce an excessive amount of resentment. 35 

33 Roseboom, The Civ.il War Era, pp. 280 - 292. 

34 rbid., p. 278; Forest City Democrat (Cleveland), January 9, 
1854, p. 2. 

35 . 
National Era, January 19, 1854, p. 10. 



As Democrats across the state grappled with the propriety of 

their convention's actions, word of the Douglas Bill reached Ohio. 

Whether weakened by internal division or incapable of offering enthusi-

astic support for a basically proslavery measure, Ohio's Democrats 

never mobilized into an organization capable of dealing with the Bill's 

myriad critics. Handicapped by substantial defections and by the 

intensity of the opposition, Ohio Democrats who remained loyal to the 

national administration were kept on the defensive throughout 1854. 

Despite being in possession of key state offices, the party was unable 

to stem the tide of discontent that swept over Ohio as a result of the 

Kansas-Nebraska legislation. 36 

Destined to become one of the strongholds of Anti-Nebraska 

agitation, the Western Reserve was initially quite lethargic in its 

response to the Douglas Bill. Early in January, editors, particularly 

those in the Free Soil camp, interpreted the machinations of Douglas 

18 

and the Democrats as a plot to spread slavery into lands where it was 

legally prohibited by the Missouri Compromise. 37 Surprised that the 

measure 'had not yet aroused the resentment of the North, these journalists 

called upon the Reserve to engage in protests that would set a proper 

example for the rest of the free states. 38 Despite this encouragement, 

protest meetings did not proliferate in Reserve communities until the 

final week of January. rhe beginning of massive popular reaction to the 

36Roseboom, The Civil War Era, pp. 277 - 278. 

37F . orest City Democrat, January 13, 1854, p. 2; Mahoning Free 
Democrat (Youngstown), January 18, 1854, p. 2. 

38F . orest City Democrat, January 25, 1854, p. 2; Mahoning Free 
Democrat, February 1, 1854, p. 2. 
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Dougla·s Bill coincided with the famous "Appeal of Independent Democrats". 

Issued from Washington on January 14, this document was written by Ohio 

Senator Salmon P. Chase and signed by the six Free Soil members of the 

39 
House, including Reserve Representatives Joshua Giddings and Edward Wade. 

Senator Benjamin Wade subsequently endorsed its contents. In the 

"Appeal", the _authors denied the national character of slavery, reaffirmed 

what they considered to be the sacred pledges contained in the Missouri 

Compromise, and vowed to safeguard the West for northern labor. 40 Within 

a short time, this bold statement became the manifesto for the 

anti-extension mass movement that was slowly evolving in many communities 

throughout the North and the West. 

Jolted by the Appeal and by reports sent from Washington in which 

the details of Douglas' legislation were outlined, the inhabitants of the 

Reserve continued to demonstrate against the measure throughout the 

winter and the spring of 1854. Petitions had for decades been the 

traditional protest mechanism within northeastern Ohio. Although a few 

communities now engaged in this practice, the public meeting became the 

primary outlet through which residents expressed their discontent over 

Pierce, Douglas, and Nebraska. Occasionally, hamlets such as Lowellville 

(Mahoning County) and Bloomingville (Erie County) hosted small 

gatherings for dissenters from the immediate vicinity. 41 More often, 

39Blue, The Free Soilers, p. 280. 

40
congressional Globe, 33rd Congress, 1st Session, January 30, 

1854, pp. 280 - 281. 

41
Mahoning Free Democrat, February 15, 1854, p. 2; National Era 

March 2, 1854, p. 35. 



mass rallies, featuring local dignitaries or prominent guest speakers, 

were held at Jefferson, Canfield, Warren, Ravenna, Cleveland, and at 

. 42 
other county seats. 

In most cases, meetings were advertised as nonpartisan events 

open to any citizen who wished to express his disgust with the southern 

domination of the national government. The organizers, aware that 

Reserve inhabitants were especially sensitive to the slavery question, 

patterned their protest meetings along the lines of previously 

20 

successful antislavery rallies. For this reason, anti-Nebraska gatherings 

were frequently held in churches, often in those in which the 

43 
congregations were most vociferously opposed to slavery. Speakers 

stressed the popular themes of morality and duty and portrayed those who 

would extend slavery past its present borders as foes of Christianity. 

Anxious to attract as many followers as possible, the coordinators of 

these events purposely excluded all reference to Reserve political 

parties. 

In the traditional interpretations, the northern resistance 

to the Douglas Bill has usually been portrayed as a spontaneous, grass 

roots movement, but the protest generated within the Western Reserve 

did not conform to this popular stereotype. Anti-Nebraska demonstrations 

were organized and executed by the newspaper editors and by the 

politicians. National c~lebrities and lower echelon political figures 

propagandized against the Douglas Bill in letters to local and regional 

42Mahoning Free Democrat, February 22, 1854, p. 2, March 8, 
1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel (Jefferson), February 2, 1854, p. 4. 

43Mahoning Free Democrat, February 8, 1854, p. 3. 
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papers. Editors of Free Soil and Whig journals advertised the protest 

meetings, and many chose to issue highly emotional editorials in which 

they urged the inhabitants to demonstrate their displeasure with the 

Democratic proposal. The special committees which arranged and conducted 

the actual meetings did not consist of ordinary citizens but rather of 

party functionaries who had always been active in public affairs. Like 

so many other events within the Reserve, the demonstrations were closely 

controlled by the political elite. 

Although resistance to the Douglas Bill was allegedly nonpartisan, 

the majority of those who engaged in .public protest were members of the 

Free Soil and Whig parties. By March, virtually all Reserve Free Soil 

and Whig journals had expressed opposition to the measure. 44 In general, 

Free Soilers, supported by newspapers such as the Cleveland Forest City 

Democrat and the Jefferson Ashtabula Sentinel, were more adamant in their 

denunciations than were the more cautious Whigs. Undoubtedly, both groups 

were already beginning to recognize that the Douglas Bill held enormous 

potential as a campaign weapon. 

·The ranks of the protesters were enhanced by the addition of a 

portion of the Reserve Democratic forces. Following the lead of 

Joseph Cable, the distinguished editor of the Sandusky Daily Mirror, 

some Democratic leaders questioned the propriety of the measure and 

noted the excessive influence of the South within the Pierce Administra

tion.45 In several counties, including Mahoning, Portage, and others 

in which the Democratic Party was relatively strong, local units 

44 
Ashtabula Sentinel, March 2, 1854, p. 4. 

45 . 
Ibid., February 23, 1854, p. 3; Mahoning Free Democrat, 

February 1~54, p. 2. 



convened and remonstrated against the Douglas Bill46 With one 

exception, no Democratic journal endorsed the measure without qualifi-

cation. Only the prestigious Cleveland Plain Dealer, whose editor had 

acquired the patronage position of postmaster, offered enthusiastic 

support for Senator Douglas' proposai. 47 

The anti-Nebraska forces also received assistance from the small 

German population of the Reserve. Like their counterparts in 

Pennsylvania and in southern Ohio, the Reserve Germans broke with the 

Democratic Party early in the spring. 48 The immigrants' distaste for 

slavery and their fear that Homestead legislation might be jeopardized 

by the spread of that institution accounted for their involvement in 

. b k ' t t ' 49 anti-Ne ras a agi a ion. 

Reserve dissidents participated in the state anti-Nebraska 

convention held at Columbus in late March. Except for reaffirming 

opposition to the Douglas Bill and to the extension of slavery, this 

gathering enacted no controversial resolutions. 50 Although the moderate 

tenor of the proceedings undoubtedly dismayed the liberal Reserve 
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contingent, even the most radical Reserve Free Soil papers were satisfied 

46Ashtabula Sentinel, March 9, 1854, p. 5; Mahoning Free 
Democrat, February 22, 1854, p. 3, March 1, 1854, p. 2. 

47 Plain Dealer, May 19, 1854, p. 2. 

48 Forest City Democrat, February 20, 1854, p. 2, February 23, 
1854, p. 3. 

49
rbid. 

50Roseboom, The Civil War Era,. p. 282; Stewart, Joshua Giddings, 
p. 228; Joseph P. Smith, ed., History of the Republican Party in Ohio, 
2 vols. (Chicago: Lewis Publishing Company, 1898), I, p. 13. 



with the cooperation displayed by the delegates from all political 

parties.
51 

Leaders in the movement recognized that popular reaction 

to the Douglas Bill had exceeded their expectations in practically every 

area of the North. While the Congress debated the measure well into the 

spring, Reserve politicians continued to devise ways through which this 

popular indignation could best be converted into advantage for their 

parties. 

The anti-Nebraska movement was far from homogeneous in its early 

stages. Although northern opposition to the extension of slavery was 

nearly universal, a wide variety of grievances prompted the many 

distinct factions to engage in active protest. Extant accounts from 

23 

western Reserve newspapers and from the speeches delivered at the protest 

meetings make it possible to identify five separate reasons for popular 

resistance to the Douglas Bill in northeastern Ohio. First, the majority 

of Reserve residents feared that the measure would abrogate the Missouri 

Compromise. In small gatherings and in county conventions, speakers 

assailed the "slave power" and their northern "doughface" congressional 

allies for tampering with an agreement that had attained the stature of 

52 
a sacr·ed covenant in the minds of many Americans. Old line Whigs and 

a few Reserve Democrats, unwilling to endorse any policy other than simple 

non-extension of slavery, based their entire commitment to the anti-Nebraska 

cause upon the issue of the Compromise violation. 53 The region's Free 

Soilers, never having conceded the right of slavery to exist south of the 

51Ashtabula Sentinel, March 30, 1854, p. 4. 

52 . 
Forest City Democrat, January 13, 1854, p. 2; 

Democrat, January 25, 1854, p. 2, February 28, 1854, p. 

53M h . a oning Free Democrat, March 1, 1854, p. 3. 

Mahoning Free 
2. 



36° 30' line, nevertheless demanded that the South honor the previous 

54 
agreements. Perceiving the Compromise issue to be the one argument 

capable of attracting a diverse group of followers, protest organizers 

constantly referred to it throughout the spring of 1854. 

24 

Second, a small group of anti-Nebraska dissidents, in sharp con

trast to the non-extensionists, cited the immoral nature of the proposal 

as the basis for their opposition to the Douglas measure. Drawing their 

primary strength from the radical Free Soilers of Ashtabula County, this 

contingent emphasized the inherent evil of slavery and the incompatibility 

55 
of that institution with the American Declaration of Independence. 

Although they were led by the indefatigable Congressman Joshua Giddings, 

the moralists remained a distinct minority within the anti-Nebraska 

movement. Many Reserve inhabitants shared this faction's evaluation of 

slavery, but most protesters, not anxious to become branded as 

abolitionists, decided to stress the more practical shortcomings of the 

proposed legislation. 

Besides viewing the measure as a violation of the Missouri 

Compromise and as an immoral act, Reserve citizens also saw in the 

Douglas Bill many other indications of treachery. Belief in the 

existence of a southern conspiracy was widespread in , the Western Reserve. 

Interpreting Franklin Pierce's condescension to the whims of the South 

as favors now paid in return for southern support in the last election, 

editors and politicians theorized that the national government was 

controlled by a cabal of southern slave owners and their northern 

54Ashtabula Sentinel, February 9, 1854, p. 4. 

55Ibid., February 23, 1854, p. 4; Forest City Democrat, February 
21, 1854, ~2. 



Democratic lackies. 56 In the view of these men, not only did the 

usurpers intend to extend slavery into the territories, they also were 

determined to thrust the country into foreign wars in order to acquire 

Cuba and several other areas of Latin America in which the institution 

of slavery could be sustained. 57 Appalled by the schemes of the 

conspirators and cognizant of a growing sense of northern solidarity, 

Reserve orators exhorted their followers to recognize the intentions of 

the Pierce Administration and to reject outright any further compromises 

58 
with the proslavery forces. 

Fourth, Reserve dissidents were also convinced that truly 

representative governments could never be established under the 

provisions contained in the Douglas proposal. In February, the Free 

Soil journals predicted that, should the Bill be passed, slavery would 

immediately become institutionalized in the western territories through 

59 the auspices of the national government. Charging that fair elections 
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under the supervision of federally appointed territorial governments could 

never take place, these papers labelled the Administration's version of 

popular ·sovereignty as a sham and a farce. 
60 

Noting that proponents 

56Mahoning Free Democrat, January 18, 1854, p. 2, February 22, 
1854, p. 2; Forest City Democrat, February 7, 1854, p. 2. 

57Ashtabula Sentinel, April 6, 1854, p. 4, May 11, 1854, p. 4; 
Leader (Cleveland) ·, May 9, 18 54, p. 2. 

58Forest City Democrat, February 21, 1854, p. 
Democrat, April 19, 1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, 
p. 4. 

2; Mahoning Free 
February 23, 1854, 

59Forest City Democrat, February 21, 1854, p. 2; Ashtabula 
Sentinel, March 2, 1854, p. 4. 

60Ibid. 
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of the measure were determined to push the legislation through before the 

next round of congressional elections, anti-Nebraska adherents also 

insinuated that the hypocritical Democrats had blatantly disregarded voter 

preference, the very principle upon which the Douglas Bill had been 

based. 
61 

Finally, Reserve inhabitants rose up to challenge the Douglas 

Bill because the measure contained a distinct threat to the free labor 

society of the North. Just as slavery had been an instrumental force in 

the development of a southern culture, the presence of independent 

farmers and free workingmen had helped to forge a viable northern ideolo-

62 
gy. The expectation that western lands would always be available for 

free white farmers and laborers was an intricate component of the 

63 
northern belief system. Some of the most intense rhetoric levelled 

64 against the Pierce Democrats centered around the theme of free labor. 

Keenly aware that Northerners would never dwell in a region in which 

free labor was degraded and in which large black populations resided, the 

Reserve politicians recognized the absolute necessity of foiling any 

scheme that might result in the extension of slavery. 

The sole Administration organ in northeastern Ohio, the Cleveland 

Plain Dealer, defended the Douglas Bill from its inception in January 

until its final passage in late May. Denying the allegation that the 

p. 2. 

61Leader, May 13, 1854, p. 2. 

62Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, p. 11. 

63 
h · h 1 1 54 Ma oning Free Democrat, Marc , 8 , p. 2, March 8, 1854, 

64Forest City Democrat, January 25, 1854, pp. 1 - 2, February 20, 
1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, February 23, 1854, p. 4; Leader, 
May 12, 1854, p. 2. 



measure was a mere proslavery ploy, the editors depicted the application 

of popular sovereignty as a democratic technique that was perfectly in 

27 

. h h I d d . . 65 harmony wit t e country s prou tra ition. Hostile to the "abolition-

ism of Greeley and Giddings and Garrison", the Plain Dealer contended 

that the Douglas Bill would not only provide the ultimate solution to the 

slavery question but would also once and for all crush the antislavery 

. . 66 
radicalism that placed such a severe strain upon the national union. 

Elsewhere in the Western Reserve, Democratic editors were much 

less enthusiastic in their support for the Administration's Nebraska 

policy. In Canfield, J. B. Woodruff, editor of the Republican Sentine l, 

was compelled to relinquish control of the paper after his hard line 

support for the Douglas measure failed to meet with the approval of the 

67 
Mahoning County Democrats. His successor, J.M. Webb, expressed dislike 

for the Bill and for the violation of the Missouri Compromise, but he 

denied that the measure was a test of party unity and cautioned Democrats 

f h . f h . . h ' d · 1 68 
to b e ware o t e entreaties o t e opportunistic Wigs an Free Soi ers. 

In his April 18 address in the national House of Representatives, Summit 

County Democrat George Bliss offered similar sentiments. Opposed to the 

Bill because it violated the Compromise and reopened the slavery 

question, Bliss nevertheless professed his devotion to the party and 

argued that the measure must not be considered as a kind of loyalty 

65Plain Dealer, May 19, 1854, p. 2. 

66Ibid., May 23, 1854, p. 2; Forest City Democrat, March 1, 
1854, p. 2. 

67 Republican Sentinel (Canfield), February 17, 1854, p. 2. 

68 Ibid., May 5, 1854, p. 2. 
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examination. 69 Many Reserve Democrats pursued a policy in line with the 

one suggested by Webb and Bliss. Although several local chapters 

issued proclamations against the Bill and a few individuals actually 

joined the anti-Nebraska coalition, most Democrats simply remained 

politically inactive during the first half of 1854. 

By the time that the Douglas Bill had become law in late May, 

the Western Reserve had asserted itself as a leader in the anti-Nebraska 

movement. The intense anti-extensionist sentiment found within the region 

was carried throughout the state and the nation by politicians who held 

elective offices. In Ohio, the political power of the Reserve Free 

Soilers had been seriously undermined by the resounding Democratic 

victory of 1853. Throughout the spring of 1854, the heavily Democratic 

Ohio Legislature failed to react to the controversy that was engulfing 

the state. In early May, Dr. J. J. Elwell, the Free Soil representative 

from Ashtabula County, finally offered a resolution in the Ohio House 

that labelled the Nebraska Bill wrong in principle and dangerous to 

h l . b 70 nort ern i erty. The proposal passed by a vote of 39 to 29. However, 

this minor victory marked the only success for the anti-Nebraska forces 

in the Ohio legislature. Any satisfaction derived from the resolution 

could not compensate for a major defeat. In March, despite support from 

the Reserve, Salmon Chase, now anathema to the victorious Ohio Democrats, 

69congressional GlobP., 33rd Congress, 1st Session, Appendix, 
April 18, 1854, pp. 502 - 505; Bliss represented the 18th Ohio 
Congressional Distict which included Summit, Portage, and Stark 
counties. 

70Leader, May 4, 1854, p. 2. 



lost his Senate seat in the next Congress. His replacement, Democrat 

George Pugh, was a pedestrian politician who subsequently endorsed the 

Douglas Bill. 71 

~hough anti-Nebraska forces had been ineffective within the Ohio 

state government, the attention in the Reserve was focused upon 

Washington where Congress was engaged in a furious struggle over Kansas 

and Nebraska. Many of the more prominent leaders of the anti-Nebraska 

coalition, including Joshua Giddings, Benjamin Wade, and Edward Wade, 

were products of the Reserve. In addition, the inhabitants of north-

eastern Ohio were also constituents of Senator Chase, perhaps the most 

vociferous critic of the Douglas measure. Virtually every Reserve Free 

29 

Soil and Whig officeholder stood in opposition to the extension of slavery 

into the western territories. This unanimity would have profound 

ramifications for Western Reserve politics during the latter half of 1854. 

As early as March, the Ashtabula Sentinel, the mouthpiece of Giddings, 

praised old foe Benjamin Wade for his consistent fight against the 

72 
Pierce Administration. Confronted by such a powerful common enemy, the 

old factions were at last coming to the realization that some form of 

cooperation would be required if the Democrats were to be defeated. 

Esteemed at home and respected in many areas of the North, the 

Reserve national politicians occupied positions of leadership within the 

anti-Nebraska forces. With the assistC!!lce of Gamaliel Bailey, the 

editor of the National Era, the Reserve contingent sent back to 

northeastern Ohio and to other antislavery regions detailed accounts of 

71National Era, March 2, 1854, p. 35. 

72Ashtabula Sentinel, March 9, 1854, p. 5. 



h d 1 . 1 t' 73 t e propose egis a ion. Freque ntly reprinted in the Reserve 

newspapers, this correspondence undoubtedly contributed significantly 

to the growth of the anti-Nebraska resistance. 

Reserve figures performed their most valuable service on the 

floors of the House and the Senate. Chase and Benjamin Wade, along with 

Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner, organized and directed the 

opposition to the Douglas Bill in the Senate. Giddings and Edward 

Wade performed a similar function within the House. All were aware of 

their minority status and of the high probability of failure, yet these 

Congressmen advertised their cause by provoking numerous confrontations 

with Southerners and Administration Democrats. 

In the Senate, the flamboyant Chase lashed out at the proponents 

of the Douglas Bill and campaigned unsuccessfully for a series of 

amendments that would have modified the most flagrant aspects of the 

30 

74 
measure. During the course of the session, Chase received enthusiastic 

assistance from an unexpected source, his colleague Benjamin Wade. 

Disgusted over the failure of the southern members of his party to abide 

by the Missouri Compromise, the old Reserve Whig became a valued 

75 
acquisition in the ranks of the anti-Nebraska coalition. Openly 

vindictive, Wade supported the Chase amendments and delivered forceful 

speeches in which he denounced the treachery and "dictatorial demeanor" 

73rbid., May 4, 1854, p. 4; 
Washington, April 21, 1854, in Milton 
Historical Society. 

Benjamin Wade to Milton Sutliff, 
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74 . . . 
Congressional Globe, 33rd Congress, 1st Session, Appendix, 

March 2, 1854, pp. 280, 299 - 300. 

75Trefousse, Benjamin Wade, pp. 90 - 91; Congressional Globe, 
33rd Congress, 1st Session, Appendix, February 6, 1854, pp. 337 - 339. 



of Southerners and their northern allies. 76 Arguing that " ... slavery 

must now become general, or it must. cease to be at all", Wade, the 

undisputed leader of the Reserve Whigs, demonstrated that his faction 

had now assumed sentiments on the slavery issue identical with those 

long held by the Re-serve Free Soilers. 77 

In the House of Representatives, Joshua Giddings and Edward Wade 

consistently rebuked the Administration's Nebraska proposals. As usual, 

Giddings placed special emphasis upon morality and depicted the Douglas 

78 
measure as both criminal and sinful. Wade, copying the more practical 

tactics of his older brother Benjamin, charged that the Administration 

had based its policy of popular sovereignty upon outright lies, and he 

31 

accused Southerners of waging a war against the cherished institutions 

79 
of the North. With the exception of George Bliss, the other Democratic 

representatives from the Reserve maintained public silence throughout the 

course of the grand debate. 

In the Senate, the Kansas-Nebraska legislation passed by a 

comfortable margin on March 3, but, after a prolonged and bitter struggle, 

members o.f the House approved the proposal on May 22 by a vote of only 

113 to 100. Only four of the Democratic representatives from Ohio 

supported the measure. On the final ballot, no Reser~e legislator cast 

an affirmative vote for the Douglas Bill. Ironically hailed by its 

76congressional Globe,33rd Congress, 1st Session, Appendix, 
March 2, 1854, pp. 299 - 300. 
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supporters as a brilliant maneuver that would crush any further sectional 

agitation, the Kansas-Nebraska Act accelerated tensions between the North 

and the South and hastened the arrival of civil war. In the Western 

Reserve, the passage of this legislation virtually guaranteed that the 

slavery question would once again dominate the politics of the region. 

Branded as a tool of the South, the Democratic Party in northeastern Ohio 

would soon find itself on the verge of total obliteration. 

In a period of only five months, the relatively tranquil political 

climate of the North was drastically transformed by the reintroduction 

of the slavery question. Explanations for the extensive and broad 

based resistance to the Douglas Bill varied by region. In the Western 

Reserve, much of the success of the anti-Nebraska coalition can be 

attributed to a pair of factors. First, slavery was a highly emotional 

issue that affected the public in much the same manner that communism did 

during the 1950's. Perceiving the peculiar institution to be the 

antithesis of their way of life, many Northerners reacted in an excessive 

fashion to any arrangement that threatened to extend slavery beyond its 

southern . borders. Popular indignation to the Douglas Bill in northeastern 

Ohio was compounded by the fact that so many h~d looked upon the 1850 

Compromise as the ultimate barrier to southern encroachment upon the 

rights of free labor. Confused and bitter when the . issue again surfaced, 

the sturdy Reserve population provided a vast reservoir of discontent 

that was quickly exploited by the region's astute politicians. 

The Western Reserve's highly trained class of professional 

politicians were not hypocrites who manipulated their followers during 

the spring of 1854. An analysis of the private correspondence of the 

region's most prominent men indicates that their indignation over the 
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Douglas Bill was real and intense and that these sentiments were 

acquired long before the issue began to exhibit political potentiai. 80 

Nevertheless, the Reserve Free Soil and Whig parties were still highly 

competitive in 1854. Having just suffered some ignominious defeats at 

the hands of the De~ocrats in 1853, both factions eagerly sought an issue 

upon which they could rebuild the strength of their parties. An enor

mously unpopular proposal directly tied to their Democratic enemies, the 

Nebraska business became the foundation upon which Free Soilers and 

Whigs hoped to return to prominence. 

With few exceptions, Reserve Free Soilers and Whigs, although they 

cooperated within the anti-Nebraska movement, retained separate identities 

and organizations prior to the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. Just 

as this legislation contributed to revolutionary developments on the 

national scene, so too did the Act precipitate a dramatic event in the 

history of Western Reserve politics. During the summer of 1854, as the 

issue of slavery replaced all others in the political arena, the Free 

Soil and Whig parties gradually moved toward a fusion. Out of the turmoil 

and strife of the Douglas Bill had come the genesis of the Republican 

Party in northeastern Ohio. 

80Benjamin Wade to Milton Sutliff, Washington, January 9, 1854, 
in Sutliff Papers; Joshua Giddings to Grotius Giddings, Washington, 
January 22, 1854 and February 5, 1854, in Joshua R. Giddings Papers, 
Ohio Historical Society. 



CHAPTER III 

GENESIS: THE MOVEMENT TOWARD FUSION, 

JUNE - OCTOBER, 1854 

During the summer and fall of 1854, northern Democrats were 

heavily penalized for their inability to detect the political sentiments 

of their constituents. Hardly the villains depicted in anti-Nebraska 

propQganda, most of these politicians sincerely believed that the 

Kansas-Nebraska legislation would eradicate the last vestiges of 

sectional tensions. The Democrats greatly miscalculated the depth of 

34 

the fear and suspicion that separated the North from the South. Convinced 

of the existence of a monolithic and hostile "sla·ve power", many 

northerners automatically interpreted as conspiracy any· cooperation 

between the northern Democrats and their southern counterparts. Eager 

to capitalize upon this impression, the anti-Nebraska press continually 

stressed the alliance between Pierce Democrats and Southerners. By late 

May, citizens in many communities throughout the North perceived 

administration Democrats to be inexorably linked to the South. 

After the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, dissident forces 

throughout the North renewed their scathing attacks against the Pierce 

Administration. Many northern politicians and editors suggested that 

the only remaining public issue was the choice between freedom and 

slavery, and they urged their followers to establish the party organiza

tions and machinery necessary to overcome the might of the "slavocracy 11
•
81 

81Leader, May 25, 1854, p. 2, May 30, 1854, p. 2. 
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Recognizing the opportunity to challenge the national Administration, 

Free Soilers, Whigs, Nativists, and disgruntled Democrats entered the new 

82 
party. During the summer of 1854, the fusionists met at the local, 

regional, and state convocations that would eventually be hailed as the 

birthplaces of the Republican Party. In these gatherings, labelled by 

contemporaries as "peoples", "anti-Nebraska", "fusionist", or less 

frequently "Republican" conventions, delegates issued resolutions that 

condemned the abrogation of the Missouri Compromise, demanded the repeal 

of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, and pledged resistance to any further 

83 
extension of slavery. In addition, the coalitionists challenged 

Pierce Democrats in the fall congressional, state, and local elections. 

By the middle of November, the extent of popular dissatisfaction with 

the Nebraska legislation had become graphically clear in most regions of 

the North. United only by the principle of the non-extension of slavery, 

the anti-Nebraska dissidents had scored overwhelming victories on all 

levels of government. 

The anti-Nebraska forces were more successful in Ohio than in any 

other state. At a convention held in Columbus during July, Free Soilers 

and Whigs successfully merged with smaller numbers of antislavery 

Democrats. Supporting a full slate of state and congressional candidates, 

the Ohio coalition routed the Pierce Democrats in the October elections. 

Voters in every congressional district elected an anti-Nebraska 

82Potter, The Impending Crisis, p. 175; 
Republican Party, 1854 - 1856 (New York: Oxford 
pp. 26 - 28; Roseboom, The Civil War Era, pp. 

George H Mayer, The 
University Press, 1964), 
280 - 292. 

83Mayer, Republican Party, p. 29; Roseboom, The Civil War Era, 
pp. 282 - 292. 
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representative. The state offices of Supreme Judge and Commissioner of 

bl . k t h b b t · 1 . 't ' 84 Pu ic Wor s went o t e new party y su stan ia maJori ies. 

The Western Reserve was intimately involved in the Ohio fusionist 

movement. Undoubtedly confident that they would secure positions of 

leadership in any merger, many Reserve Free Soilers had advocated the 

establishment of a distinctly northern antislavery party as early as 

85 
March, 1854. Prior to the House of Representative's approval of the 

Douglas Bill, Reserve politicians also had attended a Washington meeting 

in which Gamaliel Bailey proposed that old political ties be extinguis~ed 

and that a new party, one that would be dedicated to human rights, be 

established.
86 

Most of the region's politicians were already well aware 

that a successful merger between Reserve Free So~lers and Whigs would 

result in almost certain victory at the polls. 

The Democratic victories in the 1853 election had convinced many 

Reserve partisans that their old parties could no longer function 

successfully, but the Kansas-Nebraska Act prompted even the most recalci

trant loyalists to abandon their outdated organizations. With the 

cherished western territories threatened by the introduction of the 

institution of slavery, Reserve Free Soilers and Whigs resolved to put 

aside all divisive issues and to merge into a new organization. Imme-

diately after the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the Reserve's national figures 

initiated the first and highly symbolic steps toward this union. Benjamin 

Wade had long been infuriated by the failure of the Southern Whigs to 

84Roseboom, The Civil War Era , pp. 295 - 296. 

85Ashtabula Sentinel, March 2, 1854, p. 4; Mahoning Free 
Democrat, March 29, 1854, p. 2. 

86 
Blue, The Free Soilers, p. 282. 



abide by the Missouri Compromise. Three days after the passage of the 

Act, he announced his final break with the national Whig Party, and he 

stated that he would welcome a new organization that would be dedicated 

h . f h . h 87 
tote maintenance o nort ern rig ts. During the same week, Joshua 

Giddings advised his constituents to form an opposition party and to 

unite with those of similar sentiments in Ohio and in other regions of 

88 
North. 

During the last days of May and the first weeks of June, Reserve 

journalists followed the example of these leaders and campaigned 

vigorously for a fusion of the diverse factions within the anti-Nebraska 

movement. Often resorting to exaggeration and to the distortion of 

facts, these editors argued that the South had become a virtual enemy to 

89 
all northern adherents of the free labor system. Echoing the cry that 

slavery and freedom had finally entered upon a collision course, Reserve 

journalists implored all "true sons" of the North to affiliate 

37 

immediately with the one organization that would be capable of confronting 

90 
the Democrats. 

While the prominent Reserve public figures and the newspaper 

editors sought to capture public support for a new party, the career 

politicians prepared to stage a new series of public meetings in all 

sections of the Western Reserve. The anti-Nebraska gatherings of the 

past winter and spring had proven to be remarkably effective political 

87 f . . d Tre ousse, BenJamin Wa e, p. 91. 

88G'dd' i ings to Readers, Ashtabula Sentinel, May 25, 1854, p. 4. 

89Mahoning Free Democrat, May 31, 1854, p. 2· , Leader, May 24, 
1854, p. 2. 

90Leader, May 25, 1854, p. 2, June 8, 1854, p. 2. 
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devices. Aware of the value of these convocations, the Reserve politicians 

trusted that the nucleus of their new party could be recruited during 

well-organized and highly publicized summer rallies.
91 

In the Western Reserve , the new party grew at a rate that exceeded 

the expectations of its most optimistic members. Late in May, the Reserve 

Democrats noted that Whigs and Free Soilers in some localities had 

already merged into a single organization. 92 By the middle of June, the 

vast majority of Reserve newspapers, including the old line Whig organ, 

the Cleveland Herald, called for a general realignment of the region's 

political parties.
93 

On June 8, Bailey stated in the National Era that 

the dissolution of the Whigs in Ohio was imminent, and that Chase, Wade, 

and practically every other Ohio antislavery politician had expressed a 

desire to participate in the fusion movement.
94 

During June and July, Reserve residents indicated their approval 

for the merger between Whigs and Free Soilers by their participation 

in the public meetings. Like their immediate predecessors, these 

gatherings were held in communities in every county in the Western 

Reserve . ~5 Generally, attendance at these events was large, and the 

crowds warmly applauded speakers who called for the establishment of a 

separate antislavery party. Encouraged by the respon~e to fusion, the 

91 rbid., July 6, 1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, June 15, 
1854, p. 4. 

92 bl ' . 1 26 1854 Repu ican Sentine, May , , p. 

93Ashtabula Sentinel, June 1, 1854, p. 

94National Era, June 8, 1854, p. 92. 
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95Leader, July 6, 1854, p. 2; Republican Sentinel, July 7, 
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organizers arranged a climactic convocation at Ravenna on the fourth of 

July. Over five thousand citizens attended this gala celebration, and 

they listened attentively as speakers representing all the old political 

factions repudiated past allegiances and called for unanimous resistance 

96 
to the machinations of the Pierce Administration. Having laid the 
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foundations for their party, Reserve fusionists eagerly awaited the state 

convention scheduled to meet in Columbus on July 13. 

After nearly a decade of intense and often ruthless competition, 

Reserve Free Soilers and Whigs suddenly reunited during the summer of 

1854. This abrupt alteration in Reserve politics can be attributed to 

twe factors; First, the inhabitants' fears of southern conspiracy had 

become magnified out of all proportion. Large segments of the Reserve 

population believed that the nation was in a state of crisis and that the 

northern way of life was being jeopardized by the proponents of slavery. 

Reserve leaders shared many o( the largely irrational beliefs of their 

constituents. Editorials and speeches were filled with references to the 

97 despotism of the South and to the tyranny of the national government. 

Such propaganda was not mere rhetoric. Most Reserve politicians looked 

upon the Pierce Democrats and Southerners as real enemies, and they 

willingly cooperated with anyone who professed similar sentiments. 

Second, the union of the Reserve Free Soil and Whig parties was 

in many ways a simple and long overdue political maneuver. The 1853 state 

election had made the ramifications of division abundantly clear. With 

neither party able to control the region individually, politicians in 

96Leader, July 6, 1854, p. • 2. 

97Ashtabula Sentinel, June 1, 1854, p. 4, July 13, 1854, p. 4; 
National Era, June 22, 1854, p. 99; Leader, July 10, 1854, p. 2. 



both camps realized that some form of merger had become mandatory. In 

this sense, the Kansas-Nebraska legislation was a godsend to Reserve 

fusionists. Since virtually all Reserve Free Soilers and Whigs could 

accept the principle of non-extension, the Democratic sponsors of the 

Douglas Bill had unwittingly provided their foes with the perfect issue 

upon which they might base a new organization. During June and July, 

the advocates of fusion not only lashed out at slaveholders but also 

exhorted the Reserve populace to build strong local organizations that 

ld b bl f ff . 1· . 1 . 98 wou e capa e o e ective po itica action. Clearly, the leaders 

of the movement in northeastern Ohio expected practical politics to be 

an intricate component of their crusade. 
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Having organized the party at the local level, Reserve fusionists 

prepared for the July state convention. Late in June, the region's 

politicians and editors, acting with the approval of the Reserve's 

national figures, circulated the formal calls for the Ohio convention. 99 

Responding to these appeals, fusion politicians in every county held 

preliminary meetings in which they selected delegates for the Columbus 

convention. The resolutions that were formulated at these gatherings 

generally reflected the sentiments of the Reserve anti-Nebraska forces. 

Invariably, the Pierce Administration and Southerners· were condemned 

as tyrants and traitors. Partisans vowed never again to enter into 

compromises with the slaveholders. 100 By July, 1854, the tactics employed 

98Mahoning Free Democrat, June 7, 1854, p. 2; Leader, May 30, 
1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, June 1, 1854, p. 4. 

99National Era, June 22, 1854, p. 99; Leader, June 27, 1854, 
p. 2. 

100 
Leader, June 27, 1854, p. 2; Mahoning Free Democrat, July 

5, 1854, p. 2. 



by the Reserve political elite had produced the desired results. 

Slavery had once again become established as the only political issue 

of consequence within northeastern Ohio. 

41 

Party leaders realized that their new organization would flounder 

if the state convention were not successful. Many Reserve inhabitants 

probably shared the Democratic contention that the heterogeneous factions 

within the anti-Nebraska movement would be unable to merge into a viable 

political party. The composition of the delegations at the state 

convention seemed to indicate that cooperation would indeed be minimal. 

Seventy-two of Ohio's eighty-eight counties sent representatives to the 

gathering, and over a fourth of the delegates had previously identified 

themselves as Democrats. A plurality of the representatives were old 

line Whigs from the southern and central portions of the state, and the 

vast majority of the members in the Reserve contingent were Free Soilers 

or unusually liberal Whigs. 101 

Affairs at the July convention encouraged the skeptics and 

dismayed the Democratic opposition. All factions had concluded that a 

merger, even though it might be distasteful, had become an absolute 

political necessity. During the proceedings, leaders from all camps 

pursued the path of moderation. Afraid to alienate any one faction, the 

presiding officers refused to entertain suggestions for a name for the 

new party. Speakers purposely avoided potentially antagonistic 

commentary, and they continually referred to the noncontroversial 

principles contained within the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. 102 The 

lOlLeader, July 15, 1854, p. 2; Herald (Cleveland), July 15, 
1854, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, July 20, 1854, p. 4. 

102Joseph Smith, Republican Party, p. 22. 
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convention's resolutions lacked or~ginality and offended neither the 

. h d' l f . lO) most conservative nor t e most ra ica actions. 

The candidates selected for the two available state offices, Judge 

of the Supreme Court and Commissioner of Public Works, were also moderates. 

The party's nominee for the office of Judge, Joseph Swan from Franklin 

. . 104 
County, had previously been an antislavery Democrat. Jacob 

Blickensderfer, a Tuscarawas County civil engineer, was selected for the 

Public Works post because of his qualifications for that position and, 

more importantly, because of his mildly antislavery views.
105 

When 

screenirtg names for the nominations, the convention committees carefully 

avoided radical Free Soilers, extremely conservative Whigs, and any 

others who were unacceptable to the majority of the delegates. 

Immediately after the state convention, the Cleveland Plain 

Dealer confidently predicted that the harmony displayed at Columbus would 

not persist. Stating that Stark County's Benjamin Leiter was the only 

prominent former Democrat at the convention, the paper argued that 

northeastern Ohio Democrats would shun association with the "mongrel" 

fusionists. The Cleveland journal also noted that the Columbus platform 

was notably devoid of reference to the fugitive slave law, the status of 

slavery in the Capital, and other issues dear to the Reserve Free 

Soiler "abolitionists 11
•
106 Elsewhere in the Reserve, Democratic editors 

were less optimistic. Fearing a permanent union between Reserve Whigs 

lO)Ibid_., p. 24. 

104Leader, July 19, 1854, p. 2. 

l05rbid., July 18, 1854, p. 2. 

l06 1 · 1 l 14 1854 Pain Dea er, Ju y , , p. 2. 



and Free Soilers, these journalists described the state fusion movement 

as an elaborate trick designed exclusively to defeat the Ohio Democratic 

107 
Party. 

The initial Whig and Free Soil response to the Columbus conven

tion undoubtedly intensified the anxiety of their Democratic opponents. 

Despite the fact that strong antislavery principles were not included 

43 

in the Ohio platform, the state ticket and the convention resolutions 

were endorsed by both Free Soil and Whig factions. Writing from Washing-

ton, Giddings classified the resolutions as tame and conservative, yet 

he promised enthusiastic support for the state ticket and for the new 

108 
party. Benjamin Wade did not object to the affairs that had transpired 

at the convention, and he exhorted all Reserve citizens to "rally to one 

great party of Liberty-loving men 11
•
109 The Free Soil journals showed no 

disappointment with the results of the convention. Even the most radical 

organs stated that it was proper to give the nominations to members of the 

ld . ll0 o er parties. These journals rationalized their acceptance of the 

Columbus proceedings by proclaiming that traditional antislavery principles 

could still be found underneath the ambiguously worded state platform. 111 

Although they had entered into the new party with much less 

enthusiasm than the Free Soilers, Reserve Whigs nevertheless endorsed the 

l07Republican Sentinel, July 7, 1854, p. 2, July 21, 1854, p. 2. 

108Giddings to Readers, Ashtabula Sentinel, July 27, 1854, p. 2; 
Stewart, Joshua Giddings, p. 229. 

l09 · · d · h' 1854 BenJamin Wa e to Darius Lyman, Was ington, June 9, , in 
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llO h · l 19 1854 Ma oning Free Democrat, Ju y , , p. 2; Ashtabula 
Sentinel, August 3, 1854, p. 4. 
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Columbus convention. On July 15, the Cleveland Herald expressed 

support for the state ticket.
112 

Later in the same month, this paper 

enumerated the reasons that compelled the Reserve's old line Whigs to 

44 

abandon their parent organization. Stating that such issues as embargoes, 

tariffs, and banks were still vitally important, the editor of the Herald 

asserted that southern treachery had precipitated a state of emergency 

that required every citizen's immediate and undivided attention. Unable 

to correct this outrage alone, Whigs felt obligated to align with all 

those who shared a proper respect for northern rights.
113 

The reaction of Reserve Free -Soilers and Whigs to the state 

convention conclusively proved that both factions were determined to 

forge a strong party capable of inflicting great damage upon their 

Democratic adversaries. On the surface, the July convention marked a 

crisis in which the antislavery principles shared by many Reserve 

residents were sacrificed to the less radical majority. The adept ability 

of Reserve politicians to combine practical politics with antislavery 

sentiment was clearly illustrated by the manner in which the region 

responded to this apparent setback. Unlike the inflexible Garrisonians, 

the men of the Reserve were advocates of the political variety of 

antislavery. While the Garrisonian abolitionists interpreted compromise 

as a betrayal of principle, Reserve residents perceived it to be a 

valuable tool that could, if properly utilized, often advance the cause. 

Even Joshua Giddings, the politician most sensitive to questions of 

morality, frequently surrendered nonessential details in order to secure 

the basic elements of a principle. 

112Herald, July 15, 1854, p. 
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philosophy, the Reserve elite accepted the proceedings of the July 

convention without consternation. Convinced that their brand of 

antislavery could exist within the new organization's platform, the 

fusionists did not experience any pangs of conscience as they looked 

forward to electoral success. 

After the state convention, the confident Reserve politicians 

campaigned with an intensity not matched since the schism in 1848. 

Throughout northeastern Ohio, the new party continued to attract enormous 

numbers of recruits during July and August. On August 10, Bailey 

predicted in the National Era that antislavery sentiment and enthusiasm 

for the new organization were so intense in the Western Reserve that the 

. h f 1 1 . 114 
Democrats would surely be crushed int e al e ections. Although 

the new party had already attracted an impressive following, Reserve 

politicians, like the delegates at the state convention, had still 

neglected .to adopt a formal name for their organization. In Mahoning 

County, the Mahoning Free Democrat listed "Republican" above the state 

ticket on the masthead. 115 A few other communities opted for this label, 

but designations such as "anti-Nebraska", "fusionist", and "friends of 

freedom" were more common. Regardless of differences in terminology, 

party adherents in every region of the Reserve recognized their counter-

parts as brethren, and they closely monitored the movement's progress 

in neighboring counties. 

While local politicians and editors were laying the foundations 

for the new party, the Reserve national figures enthusiastically promoted 

114National Era, August 10, 1854, p. 128. 

115 h · t t 2 1854 Ma oning Free Democra , Augus , , p. 2. 



the organization. Soon after the July convention, Giddings dispatched 

a letter to his constituents in which he condoned the merger without 

l 'f ' . 116 qua J. 1.ca t1on. During the congressional recess, Benjamin Wade toured 

almost every county of the Reserve and delivered numerous speeches in 

which he cited both the perfidy of the South and the need for a separate 

117 
northern party. 

Reserve figures made even more significant contributions to the 

fusion movement in other regions of the North. In late July, Giddings 

journeyed to New England and stressed the need for a new party in 

118 
addresses to large audiences in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. In 

46 

September and October, Giddings and Chase traveled to Illinois where they 

urged the citizens to repudiate Douglas and to consider a northern party 

119 as an alternative to rule by slaveholders. In 1854, Giddings and the 

Western Reserve had again become important symbols of unyielding 

resistance to the latest southern encroachment upon the northern way of 

life. 

As the election drew near, the fusionist politicians held conven-

tions in . every county and congressional district within the Reserve. At 

these gatherings, the participants selected nominees for local offices 

and adopted resolutions in which they outlined the basic tenets of the 

120 
new party. Delegates in every county accepted the non-extension 

116Giddings to the People of the Twentieth Congressional District 
of Ohio, in Ashtabula Sentinel, July 24, 1854, p. 2. 

117 f . . d Tre ousse, BenJamJ.n Wa e, p. 92; Mahoning Free Democrat, 
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principles that were formulated at the state convention. At many of 

the local meetings, party members ~lso attached much more radical 

proposals to the Columbus resolutions. For example, at the Cuyahoga 

County convention, party chieftains drew up resolutions that called for 

the repeal of the fugitive slave laws and for the abolition of slavery 

. h . . f l . 121 int e District o Co umbia. The repeal of the fugitive laws was 

also a prominent component in the platform adopted at the Eighteenth 

122 
Congressional District convention held at Ravenna in early September. 

Although they cooperated with less radical groups in other parts of the 

state and the nation, Reserve partisans were certainly among the most 

progressive members of the fledgling Republican Party. 

Reserve fusionists nominated candidates for all available 

state and local offices, but they devoted much of their energy and most 

47 

of their resources to the region's five congressional contests. Early in 

the summer, party leaders determined to rid the Reserve of all Democratic 

politicians who were likely to remain loyal to the Pierce Administration. 

The three Reserve Democratic congressmen, although they had all repudiated 

the Doug~as Bill, were labelled by fusion journals as untrustworthy me n 

h ld l h . f l . l . 123 w o wou never vote to repea t e in amous egis ation. Almost 

simultaneously, the small contingent of antislavery D;111ocrats who had 

participated in the anti-Nebraska coalition during the spring returned 

to their former organization. Fusion organs charged that the defectors 

121rbid. 

122
rbid. 

123Ashtabula Sentinel, June 1, 1854, p. 4, September 14, 1854, 
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124 were abandoning their principles for the sake of political patronage. 

Actually, the disgruntled Democrats left the movement after the Whig 

and Free Soil elite failed to grant them a representative portion of the 

. . f 1 1 ff ' 125 
nominations or oca o ice. By September, the political alignments 

within the Western Reserve began to assume an identifiable shape. The 

Democratic Party, again as strong as it had been during the previous 

48 

year, hoped to fragment the anti-Nebraska movement and to add to the gains 

first acquired from the 1853 election. The fusionists, consisting now 

almost exclusively of old Whigs and Free Soilers, were determined to 

extract vengeance for the Kansas-Nebraska Act and to inflict a massive 

defeat upon their common foe. 

In the conventions held in the five congressional districts 

during August and September, fusion delegates selected as their nominees 

Free Soilers Edward Wade, Joshua Giddings, and Philemon Bliss, antislavery 

126 
Democrat Benjamin Leiter, and conservative Whig John Sherman. With 

adherents of the new party more numerous than Democrats in almost every 

county of the Reserve, fusion leaders realized that they must maintain 

unity at . all costs. Generally, these astute politicians engaged in 

remarkably successful maneuvers that kept internal dissension at a 

minimum. In the Thirteenth District that encompassed_ the more conserva

tive western counties, party leaders arranged for the nomination of the 

127 
bland non-extensionist John Sherman. This candidate's distinctly 

124Mahoning Fr e e Democrat, August 9, 1854, p. 2. 

125 bl ' . 1 b 2 1854 Repu ican Sentine , Septem er 9, , p. 2. 
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conservative demeanor attracted a large following. In the much more 

radical Nineteenth District, the popular Edward Wade, strongly supported 

b h ·1 f t ' . ted b 1 · 128 y t e Free Soi ac ion, was renomina ya arge margin. Signifi-

cantly, the Cleveland Herald, long a dedicated rival of Wade, condescended 

129 
to his nomination and placed his name prominently on the masthead. In 

many other communities throughout northeastern Ohio, Free Soil and Whig 

politicians and editors graciously endorsed old opponents and instructed 

their followers to support the entire ticket. 

Despite such widespread cooperation, rivalry between the Reserve 

Free Soil and Whig factions did not completely disappear during the 

summer of 1854. In Geauga County, the Free Soilers, the faction that 

already controlled over 60% of the local vote, hesitated for several weeks 

before they reluctantly accepted a union with the Whig minority. 130 

Opposed to the radical Free Sailer Philemon Bliss, nativists in the 

Fourteenth District, with the assistance of the Reserve's major 

Know-Nothing organ, the Cleveland Express, falsely accused the candidate 

of being married to a Catholic and of contributing extensive sums of money 

131 
to the Roman Church. In the Eighteenth District, many Portage County 

Whigs and Free Soilers temporarily balked at the nomination of Benjamin 

Leiter, one of the few former Democrats who remained within the fusion 

132 
movement. These incidents annoyed the fusion leaders who recognized 

128Leader, July 20, 1854, p. 2. 
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that only Pierce Democrats benefited from such disunity. Nevertheless, 

these cases were relatively minor, and they did not threaten to dissolve 

the new party within the affected congressional districts. 

50 

The only major challenge to the successful merger between Reserve 

Whigs and Free Soilers occurred in the Twentieth District where the 

two factions had long been engaged in bitter strife. Weeks before the 

mid-August district convention, the Democratic press predicted that 

Congressman Joshua Giddings would face stern: opposition from his Whig 

enemies and from a practical group of Free Soilers who feared that the 

renomination of the controversial figure would impede the cause of fusion 

. . h . 133 within t e region. At the nominating convention held at Johnston in 

Trumbull County on August 15, Whigs failed to offer a viable candidate, 

but Trumbull Free Soilers pushed for the selection of either of two party 

veterans, Milton Sutliff and John Hutchins. Despite controlling only a 

minority of the total vote on the first ballot, Giddings' delegates 

eventually lifted their favorite to victory over Hutchins by a vote of 

43 to 4o. 134 Giddings' organ, the Ashtabula Sentinel, minimized the 

significance of the close election. • Noting that the contestants were all 

capable men who embraced sound republican principles, the paper stated 

that honest and open competition within the party was -desirable and 

emphasized that a spirit of harmony had prevailed during and after the 

convention. 135 

133Republican Sentinel, July 7, 1854, p. 2, August 11, 1854, 
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Although Benjamin Wade had reached at least a public reconcilia

tion with Giddings earlier in the summer, many former . Whigs within the 

Twentieth District were dismayed by the incumbent's triumph. On August 

17, the Conneaut Reporter, the paper established by Benjamin Wade in 1844 

to compete with the Ashtabula Sentinel, noted Giddings' renomination but 

136 
declined to offer any comment. Significantly, the paper never formally 

endorsed Giddings nor did it ever place his name next to those of the 

137 
party's other nominees on the masthead. Perhaps the best indication 

of Reserve Whig reaction to Giddings' renomination can be found in the 

August 17 issue of the Cleveland Herald. The major old line Whig organ 

on the Reserve referred to the Twentieth District convention with only 

the following: "Joshua R. Giddings has been nominated for re-election 

in his district. • • • II 138 His maJority was two . 

Despite the magnitude of the Giddings' affair, even this event 

did not promise to tarnish the new party's fortunes in the fall elections. 

Giddings possessed ardent supporters in numbers that more than compensated 

for his detractors. Also, his opponent, Ashtabula Democrat Eusebius Lee, 

was an inexperienced newcomer who had committed political suicide by 

endorsing Douglas' version of popular sovereignty and the escapades of 

139 
the Pierce Administration. By the eve of the October election, the 

Reserve elite had masterfully resurrected the old political coalition. 

136Reporte r (Conneaut), August 17, 1854, p. 2. 

137 rbid. 

l38Herald, August 17, 1854, p. 2. 

139Mahoning Free Democrat, September 13, 1854, p. 2. 
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Reports .from every locality within the Reserve gave strong indication that 

the upcoming election would result in an overwhelming victory. 

The optimism of the fusionists ·was well founded. On October 10, 

Reserve voters repudiated the Democratic party in the most lopsided 

contest since the Jackson debacles of the 1820's. 140 The administration 

Democrats were routed in all five congressional elections, and, in many 

regions, the fusionists swept all local offices.
141 

Regardless of their 

previous affiliations, the fledgling Republicans attributed their triumph 

to the strong antislavery beliefs of the voters and to the massive 

h 'd fl f h . 1 d · · · 142 
contempt tat Reserve resi ents et or t e nationa A ministration. 

Conversely, the region's Democratic papers denied that the Nebraska issue 

143 
had caused their ill fortunes. The Plain Dealer insinuated that defeat 

had resulted from an "unholy alliance" of unprincipled nativists and 

abolitionists who had united for the exclusive purpose of destroying 

144 
the Democratic Party. 

The Democratic charges were partially valid. The Reserve fusion 

party was controlled by the region's most prominent professional 

politicians. Since the July convention, this elite never concealed its 

intentions to strike out at all Pierce Democrats. Also, radical Free 

Soilers had cooperated with nativists during the 1854. campaign. Just 

prior to the election in Cleveland, the usually tolerant Cleveland 

140see Appendix F. 

141 
Leader, October 11, 1854, p. 2, October 13, 1854, p. 2. 

142Ashtabula Sentinel, October 26, 1854, p. 4. 

143Republican Sentinel, October 13, 1854, p. 2. 

144Plain Dealer, October 13, 1854, p. 2. 
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Leader, in an effort to appease the city's Protestant German population, 

stated that "Roman Popery" and American slavery were allied and that 

h 1 . . d d f h . . k 145 every Cato ic inten e to vote or t e Democratic tic et. In several 

other communities throughout the Western Reserve, nativists were comfor-

tably settled within the fusion party. 

Although they had detected examples of inconsistencies within the 

camp of their opponents, Reserve Democrats badly miscalculated the 

primary reason for their own precipitous decline. In southern Ohio and 

in a few other areas of the North, the fusionist victories were the 

direct result of extensive nativist support. This was certainly not the 

case within northeastern Ohio. Enraged by the Nebraska affair, by the 

Pierce Administration, and by allegedly conspiratorial Southerners, 

Reserve voters used the election to reaffirm their devotion to northern 

values, especially to the system of free labor that was devoid of the 

stigma of slavery. The editors of the fusion journals were accurate 

when they unanimously attributed electoral success to antislavery rather 

h 
. . 146 

tan to nativism. As the events of 1855 would soon confirm, the 

typical Reserve citizen valued the ideology of free labor and antislavery 

much more than he did the precepts of the Know-Nothing Order. 

Rejoicing in their triumph, most of the victors could not 

immediately grasp the revolutionary developments that had transpired 

during the latter half of 1854. By th§ fall election, the old Free 

Soil and Whig organizations had disappeared, and the partisans of both 

145Leader, October 9, 1854, p. 2. 

146Ashtabula Sentinel, October 19, 1854, p. 4, November 2, 1854 
P- 4; National Era, October 19, 1854, p. 106. 



groups had flocked into the new party that would soon officially adop t 

the name of "Republican". After a decade in which they had permitted 

internal strife to erode their power, the Reserve elite was again firmly 

in control of the decision-making apparatus. Aided by the explosive 

Nebraska issue, these career politicians had engineered the construction 

of the fusion party with relative ease. Although they were bolstered 

by initial success, the leaders who sought to make the Republican Party 

a permanent institution in northeastern Ohio were still confronted with 

a formidable obstacle. Consisting of members who were united only in 

their opposition to the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the new party remained an 

unstable coalition that lacked specific programs and policies. During 

the crucial year of 1855, the Reserve elite would labor to shape a party 

ideology that conformed to the basic tenets of the majority of the 

Reserve's citizens. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NATIVISM, ANTISLAVERY, AND RESERVE 

REPUBLICANS, 1855 

During the first half of 1855, victorious fusionists in most 

sections of the North adopted the official designation "Republican", 

and they sought to combine the diverse local and state groups into a 

strong sectional political party. Before these visionaries could 

accomplish such a lofty objective, they first were obliged to settle the 

competition between the antislavery and nativist factions within their 

55 

movement. The anti-Catholic and anti-foreign adherents of the Know-Nothing 

Order had participated extensively in the anti-Nebraska movement during 

the 1854 campaign. Anxious to secure assistance in the struggle with 

the Pierce Democrats, antislavery leaders had frequently welcomed them as 

allies. As a result of this strange union, in many northern localities, 

it was virtually impossible to determine whether fusionist electoral 

147 
success had resulted from bigotry or from Nebraska. 

In Ohio, a majority of the partisans of the new Republican Party 

were also members of the Know-Nothing Order. Generally, this sect secured 

its recruits from the former Whigs who resided in the central and southern 

portions of the state. Ohio Know-Nothlngs saw no contradiction between 

nativism and the Nebraska question, and their leaders consistently pledge d 

. 148 
to work for at least the restoration of the Missouri Compromise. 

147Mayer, Republican Party, p. 30; Republican Sentinel, October 
20, 1854, p. 2. 

148 . Roseboom, The Civil War Era, p. 298. 



The remainder of the Ohio Republican Party consisted of former 

Democrats, Free Soilers, and substantial numbers of the state's German 

population. This group repudiated the policies of the Know-Nothings and 

demanded that the new party remain dedicated exclusively to antislavery 

149 
principles. Throughout the first half of 1855, Ohio nativist and 

antislavery factions engaged in a bitter struggle for control of the new 

party. 
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With isolated exceptions, Know-Nothingism never attained signifi-

cant popularity within the Western Reserve. The region's foreign 

population had remained relatively small, and the restrictive dogma of 

the sect contrasted sharply with the popular Free Soil ideology that 

150 
called for support and encouragement to immigrants. Most importantly, 

the vast majority of the political leaders shunned Know-Nothingism and 

all other varieties of nativist philosophy. · Although it had argued that 

nativists had been responsible for the defeat of the Democrats in most 

portions of the state in 1854, the Plain Dealer recognized that neither 

Senator Benjamin Wade nor any of the five men elected to Congress from 

151 
districts within the Reserve were members of the Order. In addition, 

the Reserve's two most prestigious Republican papers, the Cleveland 

Leader and the Ashtabula Sentinel, consistently expr~ssed their contempt 

for all proscriptive societies. 152 

149rbid. 

150Ashtabula Sentinel, May 3, 1855, p. 4; Republican Sentine l, 
March 16, 1855, p. 2. 

151 . · 
Plain Dealer, October 13, 1854, p. 2. 

152Roseboom, The Civil War Era, p. 300; Leader, January 22, 
1855, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, March 8, 1855, p. 4. 
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Early in 1855, Reserve party leaders recognized that the secret 

society jeopardized the new party's commitment to antislavery. Aware 

of the strength of the Order throughout the state and dismayed that 

chapters had actually been established in Cleveland and in Portage and 

Mahoning counties, party propagandists embarked upon a massive campaign 

that was designed to discredit nativists within the Reserve and to weaken 

the clout of the Know-Nothing organizations in state party circles. In 

early January, Joshua Giddings entered into a debate in Congress with 

Augustus R. Sellers, an avowed Know-Nothing representative from Maryland. 

By resorting to this technique, the veteran Ashtabula legislator intended 

to force the Know-Nothings to clarify publicly their position on Kansas 

and Nebraska. Receiving an unsatisfactory response from Sellers, Giddings 

insinuated that members of the sect could not be trusted on the slavery 

. 153 issue. 

Following the lead of Giddings, the Ashtabula Sentinel and the 

Leader began to offer liberal criticism of secret sects. Throughout the 

winter, William C. Howells, editor of the Jefferson paper, chastised the 

nativists for their inexcusable behavior toward immigrants, and he stressed 

that members of the secret society were actually proslavery men who 

· a 1 . . 154 inten ed to sabotage the state Repub ican convention.· John Vaughn, 

chief editor of the Cleveland Leader, also published scathing editorials 

in which he accused the Know-Nothings of harboring proslavery sentiments. 155 

153congressional Globe, 33rd Congress, 2nd Session, January 4, 
1855, pp. 183 - 184; Ashtabula Sentinel, January 18, 1855, p. 6. 

154Ashtabula Sentinel, March 8, 1855, p. 4, May 3, 1855, p. 4. 

155 Leader, January 22, 1855, p. 2, March 27, 1855, p. 2, June 
4, 18 5 5 , p. 2 . 



The two Reserve journals received assistance from the National Era's 

Gamaliel Bailey who also questioned whether Ohio Know-Nothings were 

58 

loyal to the principles adopted at the July, 1854, Columbus convention. 156 

During the spring of 1855, Republicans from central and southern 

Ohio attempted to arrange a formal merger between the new party and the 

t , th' 157 sta es Know-No ings. Reserve Republicans rejected all such overtures, 

and they vowed never to condone any political maneuver that would 

158 
undermine the party's commitment to antislavery. The Leader and the 

Sentinel continued to insist that the extension of slavery was the· only 

. significant political issue. Both journals warned that any compromise 

between the Know-Nothings and Ohio Republicans might well encourage 

Reserve citizens to form, once again, an independent antislavery party. 159 

With the Kansas-Nebraska Act nearly a year old and with the 1854 

election long since past, Reserve leaders realized that it would be quite 

difficult to retain slavery as the major principle of their party. These 

policy-makers received a major boon on March 30, 1855, when a proslavery 

legislature was chosen in Kansas in a highly contested and hotly disputed 

election_. The Leader and the Sentinel immediately proclaimed that the 

slaveholders had attained power through means · of illegal and fraudulent 

1 . 160 e ections. In April, 1855, both papers began to feature extensive 

p. 4. 

1 56National Era, January 25, 1855, p. 14. 

157Leader, April 16, 1855, p. 2. 

158 rbi' d., J 22 1855 une , , p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, May 3, 1855, 

159Ashtabula Sentinel, June 14, 1855, p. 4; Leader, April 16, 
1855, p. 2. 

160 
Leader, April 20, 1855, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, April 12, 

1855, p. 4. 
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coverage of the events within Kansas. These biased and occasionally 

erroneous accounts were valuable propagandist devices for the Reserve 

Republicans. 161 By convincing their constituents that the Kansas-Nebraska 

legislation had indeed produced the expected abuse of popular sovereignty, 

party leaders successfully kept the attention of the Western Reserve 

attached to the question of slavery during the spring and summer of 1855. 

While they were securing the allegiance of their followers by 

placing heavy emphasis upon Kansas, Reserve politicians endeavored to 

overcome the challenge of the nativists. The chief political prize 

available during 1855 was the office of governor. If the Republican 

Party were to persist in a form palatable to Reserve inhabitants, party 

leaders realized that the gubernatorial nominee would have to possess 

impeccable antislavery credentials. In the spring of 1855, Salmon P. 

Chase appeared to many observers to be the only candidate who possessed 

both the necessary qualifications and a genuine chance to defeat the 

Democratic incumbent, William Medill. The opportunistic Chase had 

alienated the majority of the Reserve's political luminaries during his 

illustrious public career, and most of the region's former Free Soil and 

Whig organs initially opposed his candidacy. 162 On March 1, Giddings, 

convinced that the Know-Nothing threat could be neutralized only by the 

161Ibid. 

162 Reporter (Conneaut), February 8, 1855, p. 2, March 1, 18 55, 
p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, January 18, 1855, p. 4, February 1, 1855, 
p. 4; While advancing in the realm of Ohio politics, Salmon Chase 
deftly juggled party allegiances and political principles. For an 
anal¥sis of this figure·•s previous career, see Roseboom, The Civil War 
~, cf. and Blue, Free Soilers, cf. 



selection of an antislavery zealot, formally endorsed Chase. 163 In 

April, the Ashtabula Sentinel acknowledged that the cause of antislavery 
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164 
could best be served by the election of Chase. Support for the former 

Senator increased rapidly during the month of May, and by June, most of 

the Republican newspapers within the Western Reserve had enthusiastically 

called for his nomination. 165 

By the middle of June, Reserve Republicans began to look forward 

to the summer convention and to the fall campaign. Not only did the 

candidacy of Chase appear to be strong, but the political power of the 

Reserve antislavery leaders had also been substantially enhanced by the 

rift at the national Know-Nothing convention and by the failure of the 

Ohio Council to nominate an independent ticket. 166 Most importantly, 

although veteran politicians expected a fierce struggle with the nativists 

at the Columbus convention, most of the pockets of nativism in 

northeastern Ohio had totally disintegrated by the start of the summer. 

163Giddings to Readers, Ashtabula Sentinel, March 1, 1855, p. 4; 
Chase was certainly not an antislavery zealot of the stature of a Joshua 
Giddings . However, during the debate on the Douglas Bill, Chase, hoping 
to capitalize upon popular distaste for the proposal within Ohio, attained 
widespread distinction for his uncompromising antislavery stance in the 
Senate. In 1855, many of those Ohioans who harbored antislavery convic
tions perceived Chase to be a staunch protector of northern rights. 
Although he must have doubted Chase's sincerity, Giddings felt compelled 
to strive for his selection as the only alternative to absorption by the 
Know-Nothings. 

164 
Ashtabula Sentinel, April 5 , 1855, p. 4, April 19, 1855, p. 4. 

165on June 14, 1855, the National Era listed all of the Ohio 
newspapers that had formally endorsed Chase. The Western Reserve papers 
included on that list were as follows: Ashtabula Sentinel, Western 
Reserve Chronicle, True American (Youngstown), Summit Beacon (Akron), 
Portage County Democrat (Ravenna), Leader, Painesville Telegraph. 

166In June, 1855, the Know-Nothings held their national convention 
at Philadelphia. Joining several other northern delegations, the Ohio 
contingent repudiated a distinctly proslavery plank that had been placed 
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The story of Know-Nothingism in Cuyahoga, .Portage, and Mahoning 

Counties comprises one of the more bizarre chapters in the annals of 

northeastern Ohio. During the mid-1850's, Cuyahoga County attained 

distinction as the largest and most persistent nativist stronghold in the 

Western Reserve. By 1850, the foreign born, most of whom were Irish and 

German, represented 30% of the population of the county, and many of 

these immigrants settled in the burgeoning industrial center of Cleve-

1 d 167 an. These newcomers quickly earned the contempt of the old Yankees 

who perceived foreigners to be menaces to public order and recruits for 

the hated Jacksonians. In 1854, Cleveland was the only location in the 

Western Reserve where nativism had been a political issue. 

During the winter of 1855, the citizens of Cleveland were divided 

into a variety of mutually hostile groups. The fusion party had been 

inactive since its victory in October, 1854. Many of the city's former 

Whigs were now active members in the flourishing local chapters of the 

anti-foreign and anti-Catholic Know-Nothing Order. Other fusionists, 

while they shared the Know-Nothings' hostility toward Catholics, feared 

that the sect would drive the Protestant Germans back to the Democratic 

Party. These pragmatists organized the Know-Somethings, a secret society 

that admitted naturalized Protestants and that called for many fewer 

restrictions ~gainst non-Catholic foreigners. 168 

in the platform by the conservative majority. During the same month, 
delegates at the Ohio Know-Nothing convention deferred to the Republicans 
and refused to make separate nominations for the state offices. Capitali
zing upon this opportunity, Reserve antislavery leaders portrayed the 
Know-Nothings as a weak and indecisive sect. Leader, June 25, 1855, p. 2; 
Ashtabula Sentinel, June 14, 1855, p. 4 

167see Appendix A. 

168Leader, January 22, 1855, p. 2, April 17, 1855, p. 2. 
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Although somewhat sympathetic to the goals of the Know-Somethings, 

Cleveland's antislavery contingent, through its mouthpiece, the Leader, 

consistently denounced all secret, proscriptive organizations. 169 The 

Democrats vigorously condemned all intolerant groups. 170 Unsure of their 

status within the community, approximately one thousand foreigners 

established their own secret organization, the Sag Nichts (Say-Nothings) 

and prepared to counteract the prejudicial measures of either of the 

city's two nativist orders. 1 71 

After an acrimonious campaign, a "peoples" ticket, consisting of 

a rather strange combination of Know-Nothings, Know-Somethings, and 

antislavery advocates, defeated the Democrats in the municipal elections 

held on April 3. 172 During May, the Know-Nothings grew impatient with 

their partners and attempted to wrest control of the local Republican 

Party away from the Know-Somethings and the antislavery faction. 173 The 

sect failed to obtain its objective, for the popularity of nativism 

declined steadily within Cleveland during the late spring. The 

Know-Nothings were discredited by the turmoil at their natioal convention 

and b y the indecisiveness of the delegates at the state gathering. At 

the same time, the less dedicated Know-Somethings lost much of their 

fervor for nativism and began to espouse antislavery principles. Most of 

169rbid., March 27, 1855, p. 2, May 15, 1855, p. 2. 

17 0Plain Dealer, January 5, 1855, p. 2, April 28, 1855, p. 2. 

171Leader, March 15, 1855, p. 2. 

172 rbid., March 27, 1855, p. 2, April 4, 1855, p. 2; True 
American (Youngstown), April 11, 1855, p. 2. 

173Leader, May 5, 1855, p. 2; D. A.G. (unidentified) to Bailey, 
Cleveland, May 19, 1855, in National Era, May 31, 1855, p. 85. 
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the members of this group were absorbed by the antislavery faction, and 

this coalition easily retained control of the local party. 174 Tensions 

between native Americans and foreigners remained quite high, but, by June, 

1855, the Know-Nothing threat to the fusion movement in Cuyahoga County 

had been at least temporarily suppressed. 

The nativists derived much of their strength in Cuyahoga County 

from the more conservative elements of the population. In Portage and 

Mahoning Counties, usually liberal Free Soil editors and politicians were 

attracted to the secret societies. During the winter of 1855, the 

Ravenna Portage County Democrat, formerly a Free Soil organ, consistently 

lashed out at "foreignism" and pledged resistance to- the encroachments 

of "ecclesiasticalism". 175 Seeing no contradiction between the Order and 

the Republican Party, Portage nativists vociferously condemned the crusade 

that Giddings, the Leader, and the Sentinel were waging against their 

organization. 176 Further, repeating the sentiments often expressed by 

southwestern Ohio Know-Nothings, they called upon Reserve zealots to place 

less emphasis upon antislavery and more stress upon the maintenance of 

Republican Party unity. 177 

Just as it had done in Cleveland, nativism in Portage County 

experienced a precipitous and inexplicable decline early in the summer 

of 1855. Undoubtedly, Portage nativists were dismayed by the distinct 

proslavery stance taken by the southern wing of the Know-Nothing Party at 

1 74Leader, June 25, 1855, p. 2. 

175Portage County Democrat (Ravenna), May 9, 1855, p. 2. 

176rbid., May 30, 1855, p. 2. 

177 rbid., May 23, 1855, p. 2. 
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the Philadelphia national convention. Also, by late spring, the residents 

were again active in the Republican Party, an organization that had been 

dormant in most communities since the last election. By the first of 

July, K.now-Nothingism had all but vanished in this region. Verbal attacks 

against foreigners and Catholics appeared less frequently on the pages of 

the Portage County Democrat. Most significantly, this paper disdained 

the American Party, pledged undivided loyalty to Republican principles, 

and enthusiastically called for the nomination of Salmon P. Chase. 178 

The nativist organization in Mahoning County was certainly the 

most unusual of its kind within the Western Reserve. D. S. Elliott, 

editor of the society's organ, the True American, had previously published 

the Mahoning Free Democrat, a Free Soil paper that rivaled the Ashtabula 

Sentinel in its devotion to radical antislavery. 179 Elliott and 

Mahoning's Free Soilers had been the dominant forces behind the fusion 

movement in 1854. Ironically, they had relied exclusively upon radical 

antislavery for their campaign issue, and they had not injected nativism 

into the Mahoning elections. 

In the first issue of the True American published on February 14, 

1855, Elliott outlined the principles upon which the county's nativist 

chapter would be based. The opportunistic editor thus made the only 

serious attempt within the Western Reserve to rationalize nativism with 

antislavery and free labor ideology. Angry that the Leader and the 

l78 The American Party was the political subsidiary of the 
Know-Nothing Order. Prior to the July Republican convention, this party 
was inactive within Ohio; Portage County Democrat, July 18, 1855, p. 2. 

179During the 1854 anti-Nebraska movement, tlliott was one of 
the first Reserve editors to call for the abolition of the old parties, 
for the exclusion of slavery from all federal territory, and, if 
necessary, for disunion. 



Sentinel were such bitter foes of Americanism, Elliott theorized that 

nativists, by assaulting the foreigners who propped up the 

"slave-controlled Democracy", were actually among the most dedicated 

. l . 180 antis avery warriors. Conceding that it was indeed unfortunate that 

enlightened Protestant foreigners must be penalized because of the 

Catholics, the editor nonetheless insisted that the Republican Party 

could never succeed until all immigrants were disenfranchised. 181 

Enthusiasm for nativism also waned within Mahoning County during 

65 

the late spring. Even at the height of his fervor for Americanism, 

Elliott devoted ample space in his paper to the suspicious Kansas election 

182 
and to other alleged machinations of the "slave power". On May 9, 

1855, Elliott publicly admitted that he now questioned whether Americanism 

was consistent with Republiean principles. On the same day, he formally 

proposed tha_t Chase be chosen as the Republican gubernatorial nominee . 183 

During June, most of the Mahoning Free Soilers who had experimented 

with nativism had also become disenchanted with secret societies, and they 

began to participate in regular Republican meetings. By July, this party 

had returned to approximately the same level of strength that it had 

enjoyed in the fall of 1854, and nativism had completely disappeared 

within Mahoning County. 

Know-Nothingism did not flourish in the vast majority of Western 

Reserve communities. In most counties, immigrants made up less than 10% 

180True American, February 14, 1855, p. 2, February 21, 1855, 
p. 2. 

181 rbid., March 14, 1855, p. 1. 

182rbid., April 18, 1855, p. 2, April 25, 1855, p. 2. 

183rbid., May 9, 1855, p. 2. 



of the population. Friction between people from different cultural 

groups was much less severe in northeastern Ohio than it was in the more 

heterogeneous southwestern portion of the state. 
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In the three counties in which the Know-Nothings temporarily rose 

to some prominence, nativist sentiment was grounded upon more practical 

motives than dislike for alien cultures. In 1855, Portage and Mahoning 

Counties contained relatively small foreign populations, but in each 

county, Republican and Democratic forces were evenly matched. Since most 

immigrants chose to enter the Democratic Party, the fusionists perceived 

any increase in the number of foreign newcomers to be a serious political 

threat. In Cuyahoga County, although prejudice against the substantial 

foreign population in Cleveland accounted for much of the nativists' 

activity, Republican leaders undoubtedly feared that a new influx of 

immigrants would greatly fortify the local organizations of their Democratic 

opponents. In general, fusionists in counties in which political battles 

were closely contested tended to exhibit much less tolerance for 

foreigners than did their counterparts in Ashtabula and in other areas 

where the Republican Party had no viable Democratic opposition. 

Even in those few regions within the Reserve where the Know-Nothings 

attained a .measure of popularity, Republicans eventually repudiated 

nativism when it interfered with antislavery. During the early summer 

of 1855, as the movement to nominate Cbase gathered momentum and as the 

events transpired in Kansas, Reserve inhabitants who had participated in 

the 1854 anti-Nebraska movement accepted Giddings' contention that the 

party must unite solely around the principle of antislavery. Now 

perceiving Kno_w-Nothing philosophy to be a distinct threat, Reserve 

Republicans shared the sentiments of the former nativist editor of the 



Portage County Democrat who declared on July 25 " ... if the 'American' 

Party as it is called, shall be arrayed against the great Republican 

uprising of the people, let it perish as it deserves 11
•
184 

In 1855, Ohio Republicans had once again scheduled their state 

convention for July 13, the anniversary of the passage of the fabled 

Northwest Ordinance of 1787. The Reserve's antislavery Republicans, 

although they had successfully overcome the challenge of the nativists 

within their home region, braced themselves for a major confrontation 

with the more numerous Know-Nothings. The failure of the state 

Know-Nothing Council to make independent nominations troubled the 

Reserve's antislavery politicians and editors. Aware of the strength of 

the sect in the central and southern portions of Ohio, these party 
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leaders expected Know-Nothings to attempt to cap~ure control of the 

Republican convention. 185 On the eve of this gathering, Reserve delegates 

were determined to prevent the nativists from undermining the distinctly 

antislavery foundations of the party. 

Reserve Republicans enjoyed one of their greatest victories at 

the 1855 convention. Salmon Chase received the gubernatorial nomination 

by a wide majority on the first ballot. The convention's resolutions 

were remarkably similar to those enacted in 1854, and the platform 

contained absolutely no mention of nativist principles. 186 Know-Nothings 

184Portage County Democrat, July 25, 1855, p. 2. 

185 
Leader, May 5, 1855, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, June 14, 

1855, p. 4; D. A. G. to Bailey, Cleveland, May 19, 1855, in National 
~, May 31, 1855, p. 85. 

186Joseph Smith, The Republican Party, p. 36; Plain Dealer, 
July 14, 1855, p. 2; Republican Sentinel, July 20, 1855, p. 2; 
National Era, July 19, 1855, p. 114. 
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were awarded all places on the state ticket beneath Chase, but the faction 

had clearly failed to remove antislavery as the guiding principle behind 

187 
the Republican Party. 

Reserve delegates were primarily responsible for the tenor of the 

proceedings. Voting with near unanimity, the northeastern Ohio contingent 

h 1 . d d d . . . d . . 188 
overpowered t e poor y organize an ispirite nativists. Joshua 

Giddings, a master in the art of convention management, guided the Chase 

candidacy through the few obstacles erected by the die-hard Know-Nothings. 189 

Though many of the Reserve delegates would have preferred a stronger 

antislavery platform, the radical minority had, under the circumstances, 

successfully accomplished its objective. 190 

Reserve Democrats immediately recognized that their opponents had 

attained an important triumph at the Columbus convention. On July 16, 

the Plain Dealer flatly stated that the selection of Chase was intolerable 

and that the Reserve radicals intended to form a purely northern party 

that would inevitably provoke disunionism. 191 Another Democratic journal, 

the Canfield Republican Sentinel, noted that the Reserve Free Soilers had 

miraculously forced the state's Know-Nothings to subscribe to the dangerous 

187Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, p. 255; Stewart, Joshua Giddings, 
p. 233. 

188Despite their numerical superiority, Ohio Know-Nothings entered 
the Columbus convention in disarray. ~any were disgusted with the 
behavior of southern delegates at the Philadelphia convention. Quite a 
few abandoned nativism and cast their votes for Chase and for the platform 
resolutions; True American, July 18, 1855, p. 2; National Era, July 26, 
1855, p. 123. 

189National Era, · July 26, 1855, p. 123; Plain Dealer, July 14, 
1855, p. 2. 

190Ashtabula Sentinel, July 19, 1855, p. 4. 

191Plain Dealer, July 16, 1855, p. 2. 



antislavery ideology. 192 Dismayed that the expected rift between 

antislavery adherents and nativists had not materialized, Reserve Demo

crats vowed to defeat the strange combination of "abolitionists and 

nativists" . 193 

Republican papers within the Reserve unanimously endorsed the 

proceedings at the state convention. The more conservative journals, 

those under the control of the former Whigs and nativists, magnanimously 

called for the election of Chase and the entire state ticket. 194 
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Following the example of Giddings, the old Free Soil papers expressed 

satisfaction with the events that had transpired in Columbus. 195 Ignoring 

the platform, the Leader argued that the selection of Chase virtually 

guaranteed that the issue of slavery would continue to dominate the 

affairs of the Republican Party. 196 The Ashtabula Sentinel, disappointed 

that the new platform had not contained a stronger denunciation of the 

Pierce Administration, nevertheless boldly stated that the nomination of 

Chase more than compensated for any deficiencies in the party resolutions. 1 97 

~92Most Ohio Know-Nothings did accept the results of the conven
tion and remained within the Republican Party. A small group of nativist 
extremists selected the venerable ex-governor Allen Trimble to run 
against Medill and Chase as a nominee of the American Party. Support for 
this third party was largely confined to the central _and southern portions 
of Ohio. In 1855, the American Party was virtually impotent within the 
Western Reserve; Republican Sentinel, July 20, 1855, p. 2. 

193Plain Dealer, July 16, 1855, p. 2. 

194True American, July 25, 1855, p. 2; Reporter, July 19, 1855, 
p. 2; Portage County Democrat, July 18, 1855, p. 2. 

195Giddings to Readers, Ashtabula Sentinel, July 19, 1855, p. 4. 

196Leader, July. 17, 1855, p. 2. 

197Ashtabula Sentinel, July 19, 1855, p. 4. 



By late July, 1855, the Republican Party within the Western 

Reserve had wit_hstood the challenge of the Know-Nothing movement. The 

region's nativists, always more concerned with political spoils than 
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with proscriptive ideologies, had accepted Chase and had reaffirmed the 

antislavery foundations of the party. Convinced that their organization 

had attained the status of a permanent institution, Reserve party leaders 

once again focused their attention upon their Democratic opponents and 

upon the upcoming fall elections. 

Despite their dedication to principles that most Americans 

considered to be extreme and radical, Reserve politicians had always 

exhibited a remarkable capacity for political compromise. During the late 

summer of 1855, party leaders enthusiastically campaigned not only for 

Chase but also for the eight candidates on the state ticket who were all 

professed members of the Know-Nothing Order. Incensed by Democratic 

charges that the Republicans were hypocrites, Sentinel editor Howells 

defended the ticket, and he argued that the Republicans must accept all 

men who pledged to support ·the platform, regardless of their past 

affiliations. 198 Clearly, the ability to rationalize inconsistencies 

between principles and policies was one of the Reserve Republican ;Party's 

most valuable assets. 

Although party strategists and editors attempted to recreate the 

highly emotional atmosphere that had characterized the anti-Nebraska 

demonstrations, the 1855 campaign was generally more tranquil than that 

of the previous year. No national offices were at stake in the Ohio 

election, and, more importantly, the rank and file of both major parties 

198rbid., August 23, 1855, p. 4. 
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might well have been alienated by t he power struggles and political 

maneuvers that dominated state politics during the first half of 1855. 

Nonetheless, Reserve Republican leaders attempted to recapture the 

impressive followings that had carried them to resounding victories in 

1854. In editorials and in speeches, the politicians and editors 

chronicled the events within Kansas, and they consistently attributed all 

misfortunes of the Free State forces in that territory to the machinations 

of the Administration. 199 In an effort to keep enthusiasm for the Chase 

candidacy at a maximum level, Republican editors linked Democratic 

Governor Medill directly to Franklin Pierce, and they stated emphatically 

that a vote for Medill could only be interpreted as an endorsement of all 

the treacheries carried out by the Pierce regime. 20° Finally, Reserve 

politicians reminded their supporters that the threat from the advocates 

of slavery had not diminished and that the sacred rights of the North 

would continue to be imperiled until the power of the "Slave Democracy" 

was irreparably shattered. 201 

During the final days of the campaign, both Democratic and 

Republican leaders resorted to slander, gross exaggerations, and lies. 

On October 1, the Plain Dealer published a flagrantly racist editorial 

in which it accused Chase of advocating social and political equality for 

blacks, amalgamation, and disunion. 202 As the election drew near, the 

l99Leade r, August 13, 1855, p. 2, August 21, 1855, p. 2, 
September 7, 1855, p. 2. 

200ibid., August 8, 1855, p. 2, August 31, 1855, p. 2, September 
20, 1855, p. 2; True American, October 3, 1855, p. 2. 

201True American, October 3, 1855, p. 2; Leader, September 8, 
1855, p. 2. 

202Plain Dealer, October 1, 1855, p. 2. 
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Republican Leader also practiced irresponsible journalism. This paper 

portrayed the Pierce Democrats as "totally depraved" tyrants whose very 

presence- in public office threatened basic American liberties. 203 In the 

most bizarre accusation of the campaign, the Leader further charged that 

Know-Nothings were present in abundant numbers within the Democratic 

ranks. 204 As such emotional rhetoric and unsubstantiated charges indicate, 

partisans in both camps expected a close contest and vigorously sought 

to acquire the allegiance of all possible voters. 

On October 9, Ohioans selected Salmon Chase as their governor by 

a plurality of over 15,000 votes, and they elected each of the eight 

other Republican candidates on the state ticket by majorities of 

approximately 40,00o. 205 In the Western Reserve, residents in all counties 

cast a plurality of their votes for Chase. All Republican candidates 

for the state legislature were victorious in northeastern Ohio. 206 

Although they had captured all state offices and the vast 

majority of local positions, Republicans within the Reserve looked upon 

the election results with mixed emotions. The new party had not been 

able to duplicate the overwhelming margins that the anti-Nebraska 

protesters had forged during 1854. Democratic strength had increased in 

seven of the twelve Reserve counties. The fusionists suffered a serious 

decline in Cuyahoga and less severe losses in Portage and Mahoning Counties. 

Unquestionably, the inte~nal strife between nativists and the antislavery 

2 03Leader, October 4, 1855, p. 2. 

204 Ibid., October 5, 1855, p. 2. 

205see Appendix G. 

2 06True American, October 31, 1855, p. 2. 



contingent precipitated these setbacks, but the Republicans also 

floundered in four counties in which nativism never attained much 

prominence. Conversely, citizens in Ashtabula and in other counties 

in which Free Soil sentiment had traditionally been strong cast more 

votes for the Republicans in 1855 than they did for '.:he anti-Nebraska 

coalitionists in 1854. 

The 1856 election confused and confounded the Reserve's Republi

can press. The Portage County Democrat labelled the outcome as a great 

triumph that was attained in spite of serious internal divisions. 207 At 

the other extreme, the Cleveland Leader, having seen party strength in 

its home county decline by nearly 2,000, suggested that the Republican 

showing was "mortifying" and "humiliating". 208 The Ashtabula Sentinel 

offered a more reasonable analysis of the contest. Describing the 

election as a little disappointing, the paper still noted that voters 

within the Reserve had provided the margin that carried Chase to his 

illustrious victory.209 

Though they had only secured a few local offices, the Reserve 

Democrats interpreted the 1855 election as the beginning of the end for 

the Ohio Republicans. Arguing that statewide support for the opposition 

had been cut in half within a year and that Republican strength in the 

Reserve had been drastically overestimated, the Democratic organs 

confidently predicted that the people would repudiate the antislavery 

207Portage County Democrat, October 17, 1855, p. 2. 

208Leader, October 12, 1855, p. 2, October 17, 1855, p. 2. 

209Ashtabula Sentinel, October 18, 1855, p. 4. 
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fanatics during the important 1856 congressional and presidential 

elections. 210 

The optimism displayed by the Democrats would soon prove to be 

unfounded. Although they were harassed by doubts in the aftermath of 

the October election, Reserve Republicans actually made tremendous 
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progress during 1855. At the beginning of the year, the Reserve politi

cal elite had attempted to create a viable party out of the heterogeneous 

group of anti-Nebraska dissidents. At that time, the infant organization 

lacked specific policies and a sense of direction. During the course 

of the year, politicians and editors shaped the young party around the 

old Free Soil principles of antislavery and toleration for Protestant 

immigrants. Inevitably, the Reserve's very few staunch nativists and the 

extremely conservative Whigs withdrew from the Republicans and aligned 

with the enfeebled American Party. Their departure, coupled with the 

return of prodigal Democrats to their original party, accounted for the 

numerical losses suffered by the Republicans in some counties within 

the Reserve. In the long run, the defection of those elements which 

could not abide by the party's formal principles would strengthen the 

Reserve Republicans. By the conclusion of 1855, the Reserve party had 

become a permanent organization with distinct principles and goals. Firmly 

in control of the political affairs within the Western Reserve, Republican 

leaders now determined to deliver the final blow to the hated Pierce 

Democrats during the presidential year of 1856. 

2lO 1 · 1 b 12 1855 Pain Dea er, Octo er , , p. 
October 12, . 1855, p. 2, October 19, 1855, p. 

2; Republican Sentinel, 
2. 



CHAPTER V 

THE ATTAINMENT OF MATURITY: RESERVE REPUBLICANS 

AND PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS, 1856 

On January 14, 1856, Salmon P. Chase delivered his inaugural 

address at the Statehouse in Columbus before a huge throng of jubilant 
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supporters. Ohio Republicans had ample reason to celebrate. Within two 

years, the party had captured the office of governor, placed majorities 

in both branches of the Ohio legislature, and boosted the morale of their 

brethren throughout the North by registering an impressive triumph in the 

1855 election. 211 Having attained the political power that they so 

ardently sought, party leaders perceived themselv.es to be the vanguard 

that would reform the state in accordance with sound principles and lead 

northern Republicans to victory in the upcoming presidential contest. 

In Salmon Chase, Republicans had chosen a governor who was capable 

of providing them with the quality leadership that was so essential to 

the attainment of their lofty goals. During his first weeks in office, 

the wily professional developed a program that combined economic conser

vatism with antislavery radicalism. 212 Chase supported the tax law 

enacted by the legislature, and he bestowed tacit approval upon a new 

211During the 52nd legislative session, there were 29 Republicans 
and 6 Democrats in the Ohio Senate, and there were 78 Republicans and 
34 Democrats in the Ohio House. 

212Roseboom, The Civil War Era, pp. 314 - 315; Republic.an 
Sentinel, January 18, 1856, p. 3. 
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banking bill that -was subject to an October referendum.
213 

The Democra

tic press chided him for his subservience to the state's powerful financial 

interests, but the new governor realized that most members of the Ohio 

Republican Party, including the vociferous Reserve antislavery advocates, 

were essentially conservative on economic issues.
214 

In particular, 

Chase, by pursuing a cautious economic policy, placated the central and 

southern Ohio Republicans who had formerly been very conservative Whigs. 

This strategy undoubtedly prevented the wholesale defection of that 

faction to Millard Fillmore and the American Party later in the summer. 

Although he adjusted his economic policy to conform with the 

wishes of the majority of Republican legislators, Chase was adamant on 

the issue of slavery. In his inaugural oration, he stated that the 

official position of the government of Ohio must always remain as opposi

tion to any further extension of slavery. 215 In an address to the Ohio 

General Assembly on February 14, the Governor called that body's attention 

to the "invasion" of Kansas, and he asked that Ohioans provide all 

. bl ' d h . ha b 1 d - 216 possi e ai tote Free Staters int t e eaguere territory. 

- Throughout the winter and spring of 1856, the largely Republican 

Ohio legislature responded to Chase's pleas and passed a series of 

distinctly antislavery resolutions and laws. In March, the Ohio House 

213 Ibid. This banking proposal was subsequently rejected by 
Ohio voters in the fall election. 

214Republican Sentinel, February 1, 1856, p. 2. 

215chase Inaugural Address, in Mahoning County Register (Youngs
town), January 24, 1856, pp. 1 - 2. 

216chase to Ohio General Assembly, in Mahoning County Register, 
February 14, 1856, p. 2; Charles Robinson to Chase, Lawrence, Kansas, 
February 22, 1856, in American Historical Society, Diary and Correspondence 
of Salmon P. Chase (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1903), 
reprinted by Da Capo Press, New York, 1971, pp. 475 - 476. 
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adopted five radical resolutions which called for the admission of Kansas 

as a free state, repudiated that territory's reigning proslavery legisla

ture, and charged the federal government with the obligation to protect 

the inhabitants from the "border ruffians 11
•

217 The General Assembly also 

made more substantive contributions to antislavery when legislators issued 

a denunciation of the fugitive slave law and enacted habeus corpus and 

personal liberty laws that were designed to hinder potential slave 

catchers. 
218 

The state legislature reinforced the power of the antislavery 

forces within the national Republican hierarchy when, on February 28, 

1856, members voted to return Benjamin Wade to his seat in the United 

States Senate. Wade secured another term by virtue of a lopsided 102 -

· 219 
36 victory over challenger David Tod, a Mahoning County Democrat. -

This election had been delayed for over two weeks when the Republican 

caucus, consisting of many members from the nativist faction of the party, 

balked at the renomination of the incumbent. Badgered by intense pressure 

from Chase and from almost all of the state's Republican papers, the 

former Know-Nothings again yielded to the demands of the party's 

antislavery leaders. 22 0 The renomination of Wade permanently removed 

any power that the nativist branch of the party might still have possessed. 

21 7National Era, April 10, 185~, p. 60; Roseboom, The Civil 
War Era, pp. 314 - 315. 

218Ashtabula Sentinel, March 27, 1856, p. 4; Roseboom, The 
Civil War Era, pp. 314 - 315. 

219Joseph Smith~ Republican Party, p. 42. 

220Trefousse, Benjamin Wade, pp. 98 - 99; Mahoning County 
Register, January 31, 1856, p. 2; National Era, March 6, 1856, p. 39. 
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By the middle of 1856, antislavery politicians who had supported Chase 

had been installed in the more important party offices throughout Ohio. 

Most former nativists reluctantly acquiesced to political reality and 

remained within the organization. The most recalcitrant conservatives, 

concentrated exclusively within the southern regions of the state, even-

tually settled in Ohio's ineffectual American party. 

In the Western Reserve, the antislavery programs of Chase and the 

legislature were applauded, but, during the first days of the new year, 

public attention was focused upon the prolonged Speakership contest in 

the United States House of Representatives. Since the opening of the 

thirty-fourth Congress in December, 1855, the large nativist contingent 

and the antislavery forces had been locked in a bitter struggle over the 

selection of a Speaker. 221 By early January, Reserve antislavery leaders, 

already enraged by Ohio nativists' hesitation to endorse Wade and by 

Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Ford's open flirtation with the American Party, 

vowed to prevent the nativists from acquiring control of the national 

l . l t 222 egis a ure. Accordingly, the region's representatives, Giddings, 

221Ashtabula Sentinel, December 27, 1855, p. 4; Republican 
Sentinel, January 11, 1856, p. 2. According to the custom of the era, 
e lections were held one year in advance of the next session of Congress. 
Therefore, the .impact of the 1854 anti-Nebraska uprising was not felt 
until the new Congress assembled during December, 1855. The 34th Congress 
which convened during that month contained a majority of men who had run 
for office as anti-Nebraska dissidents. Divided into antislavery and 
nativist factions, members of this group quarrelled among themselves as 
ofte n as the y fought with the Democrats. Political alignments within 
Congr e ss were so unstable at this time that the Congressional Globe, 
perhaps in a gesture of despair, failed to list the party affiliations of 
the representatives. 

222 rn January, Ford made remarks in his inaugural address and in 
several other speeches that provoked antislavery advocates to label him 
as a hypocrite, a liar, and a traitor to the cause of antislavery. 
Leader, January 11, 1856, p. 2; Mahoning County Register, January 24, 
1856, p. 2; Joshua Giddings to Joseph A. Giddings, Washington, January 12, 
1856, in Giddings Papers. 



Edward Wade, Bliss, Leiter, and Sherman, consistently supported the 

antislavery Republicans' nominee, Massachusetts Representative Nathaniel 

Banks. 223 After nine weeks and numerous ballots, Banks was finally 

elected by a small margin after Giddings and other manipulators within 
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the antislavery camp had successfully moved that a plurality rule be 

utilized in the voting for Speaker. 224 Despite their less than impressive 

victory, Western Reserve organs hailed the selection of Banks as a 

glorious triumph. 22 5 Writing to his constituents, the optimistic Giddings 

interpreted the election as the end of the southern domination of the 

national government. 226 By March, 1856, confident Reserve Republicans 

began to channel all of their resources to their final objective, the 

defeat of the Democratic administration and the election of a Republican 

president. 

223congressional Globe , 34th Congress, 1st Session, December 24, 
1855, p. 74, January 3, 1856, p. 141, January 9, 1856, p. 176. Ironi
cally, Banks, like virtually every other Massachusetts representative who 
was elected on the anti-Nebraska ticket during 1854, was a member of the 
Know-Nothing Order. However, in contrast to members of the sect in most 
other places, the Massachusetts nativists were notoriously radical 
antislavery advocates. Antislavery leaders in Ohio recognized this fact, 
and even the most radical journals pronounced Banks an acceptable candi
date for Speaker. See William Howells' evaluation of "proper " and 
unacceptable Know-Nothings in Ashtabula Sentinel, February 21, 1856, p. 4. 

224 
Leader, February 4, 1856, p. 2; Congressional Globe, 34th 

Congress, 1st Session, December 15, 1855, p. 27, December 24, 1855, p. 78; 
Joshua R. Giddings, History of the Rebellion: Its Authors and Causes 
(New York: Follett, Foster, and Co., ~864), pp. 388 - 389. 

225Leader, February 4, 1856, p. 2; Mahoning County Register, 
February 7, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, February 7, 1856, p. 5. 

226Giddings to the People of the 20th Congressional District of 
Ohio, in Ashtabula Sentinel, February 21, 1856, p. 4. 



During the first half of 1856, Reserve party leaders attempted 

to persuade their counterparts in other northern states that Republican 

fortunes in the presidential race could best be served by the selection 
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of a staunch antislavery candidate. Since the 1855 Ohio election, the 

Leader and the Ashtabula Sentinel had consistently extolled the qualifica

tions of Salmon Chase. 227 At a preliminary convention held at Pitts-

burgh in February, an Ohio delegation that included many politicians from 

the Reserve actively sought presidential delegates for the Ohio governor. 228 

Chase's candidacy was further strengthened by the proceedings at the Ohio 

Republican convention in late May. In addition to the familiar antislavery 

resolutions, the participants at this gathering voted to include a clause 

within the state platform that invited all citizens, native or foreign 

born, to join the Republican Party. 229 Convinced that the warring factions 

within the party in Ohio had finally been united, Chase supporters 

portrayed their candidate as a resolute leader who could bring similar 

harmony to the national organization. 

During June, a majority of the country's Republicans who had 

assembled at Philadelphia for the national convention repudiated Chase 

and exhibited little enthusiasm for the Reserve•~ brand of Republicanism. 

Although it mentioned the outrages in Kansas, the convention's platform 

was, in essence, a moderate non-extensionist document that contrasted 

227Leader, March 20, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, April 17, 
1856, p. 4. 

228Roseboom, The Civil War Era, p. 316; Joseph Smith, Republican 
Party, p. 49. 

229Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, p. 255; Joseph Smith, 
Republican Party, pp. 61 - 62; Leader, May 31, 1856, p. 2. 



sharply with the antislavery convictions of most of the Reserve dele

gates.230 Chase supporters, recognizing that their candidate was 

handicapped by his numerous political enemies and by his radical reputa

tion, withdrew his name before the presidential balloting. Ohioan John 

McLean, the Supreme Court Justice who was popular among the more conser

vative elements of the party, emerged as a viable candidate, but neither 

he nor any other party veteran could attract enough support to prevent 
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th . . f h 231 e nomination o Jon C. Fremont. A career adventurer with ambiguous 

political views, Fremont had been courted during the spring of 1856 by 

practical Republicans who hoped to convert this "pathfinder's" reputation 

into electoral votes. His selection as the party's standard-bearer gave 

clear indication that most of the nation's Republicans did not yet believe 

that a purely antislavery party could compete with the incumbent Democratic 

Administration. 

When news of Fremont's nomination reached northeastern Ohio, John 

Gray, Plain Dealer editor and Cleveland postmaster, confidently predicted 

that the Democratic party would experience a great revitalization through-

out the Western Reserve. The prominent Democratic politician labelled 

Fremont as a southern sympathizer who harbored views that were anathema 

to the Reserve's "Free Soil radicals 11
•
232 Indeed, the Leader and the 

Sentinel had earlier offered stern opposition to Fremont's candidacy. 

Objecting to Fremont's lack of experience and to his uncertain political 

s e ntiments, both papers had demanded that the national convention choose 

230 Leader, June 20, 1856, p. 2; Stewart, Joshua Giddings, p. 239. 

231Roseboom, The Civil War Era, pp. 317 - 318. 

232Plain Dealer, June 25, 1856, p. 2. 



a Republican stalwart who had already proven his devotion to the cause 

of antislavery. 233 

Gray and Reserve Democrats had once again underestimated the 

flexibility and the adaptability of their Republican opponents. In the 

weeks just prior to the national convention, the region's Republican 

press, confronted with the probability of Fremont's selection, promptly 

muted their criticism. Immediately after the convention had adjourned, 

Reserve Republican organs promised unyielding support for the new 

' d . l . 234 presi entia nominee. The name of Fremont and his running mate, 
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William Dayton of New Jersey, were placed on the mastheads of all Republi

can papers in northeastern Ohio. 235 Fremont clubs were organized in most 

localities, and the Leader and the Sentinel, Fremont's foremost critics 

just a few weeks previously, published glorified biographies of the 

candidate and vigorously denied the myriad accusations that the Democratic 

press had levelled against him. 236 

Reserve papers also pronounced the Philadelphia platform to be a 

sound document that was perfectly harmonious with antislavery principles. 237 

Giddings~ Benjamin Wade, and other national representatives joined with 

the local politicians and editors and pledged full support for the platform 

233 Leader, April 10, 1856, p. 2, April 26, 1856, p. 2, April 28 
1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, May 1, 1856, p. 4, May 8, 1856, p. 4. 

234Leader, June 19, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, June 26, 
1856, p. 4; Mahoning County Register, June 26, 1856, p. 2. 

235 Ibid. 

236Leader, June 27, 1856, p. 2, June 30, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula 
Sentinel, July 3, 1856, p. 4. 

237Ashtabula Sentinel, June 26, 1856, p. 4; Leader, June 20, 1856, 
p. 2. 
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and the national ticket. 238 By the first week in July, local Republican 

organizations throughout the Reserve had begun to campaign for a presi

dential candidate who, in the opinion of many political analysts, had not 

yet clarified his position upon the great issue of the day. 

The 1856 electoral campaign within the Western Reserve degenerated 

into a vicious struggle characterized by rampant verbal assaults and 

occasional incidents of physical violence. Calm during the political 

year of 1855, Reserve inhabitants had become aroused by a series of events 

that had occurred in rapid sequence during the spring of 1856. Civil war 

had erupted within Kansas. While delivering one of his customary 

antislavery addresses, Joshua Giddings suffered a mild stroke on the floor 

of Congress. Most importantly, Charles Sumner had been bludgeoned at his 

desk in the Senate by Preston Brooks, a slaveholding representative from 

South Carolina. Reserve politicians and editors assigned responsibility 

for all of these episodes to the Pierce Administration and to the southern 

conspirators who had, in their opinion, usurped control of the national 

governrnent. 239 Prolific, scathing editorials on the incidents within 

Kansas and on the Sumner affair became prominent features of Reserve 

Republican papers throughout the spring and the summer of 185624 0 The 

238 Trefousse, Benjamin Wade, p. 104; Stewart, Joshua Giddings, 
p. 240; Giddings, History of the Rebellion, pp. 397 - 398. 

239Leader, May 24, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, May 15, 1856, 
p. 4; John Sherman to William Sherman, Washington, June 29, 1856, in 
Rachel Sherman Thorndike, ed., The Sherman Letters: Correspondenc e Be twee n 
General She rman and Se nator Sherman from 1837 to 18 91 (New York: 1894), 
reprinted by Da Capo Press, New York, 1969, pp. 57 - 58. 

240The best example can be found in Mahoning County Register, May 
29, 1856, p. 2, "The bludgeon and the pistol, the cannon and the torch 
of destruction, are the most potent arguments with which the present 
Administration silences those who have the hardihood to oppose its behest." 
See also, Ashtabula Sentinel, May 29, 1856, p. 4. 
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Reserve's popular national figures also fanned the passions of their 

constituents. In the aftermath of the attack on Sumner, Benjamin Wade 

241 
issued a defiant challenge to slaveholders from the floor of the Senate. 

Giddings, after a brief period of recuperation, returned to his post and, 

much to the satisfaction of his supporters, continued to express his 

242 
contempt for Southerners. 

Inspired by the propaganda in the press and by the bravado 

displayed by their leaders, Reserve citizens campaigned with vigor 

reminiscent of the 1854 anti-Nebraska protest. Throughout the summer 

and the early fall, large crowds attended rallies and meetings in all 

the prominent cities and v~llages of the Reserve. 243 Significantly, 

Giddings, Benjamin Wade, and Edward Wade as well as other prominent 

Republican officeholders travelled extensively within northeastern Ohio 

and spoke at many of the political gatherings. 244 Undoubtedly, party 

officials, acutely aware of the somewhat disappointing Republican showing 

within the Reserve during 1855, were determined to recapture the large 

majorities that the anti-Nebraska dissidents had forged in 1854. 

While they were issuing their emotional appeals to the rank and 

file, Republican decision-makers were also selecting the principles upon 

which they intended to base their campaign. Party officials were 

disappointed when the Democrats chose James Buchanan as their presidential 

241congressional Globe, 34th Congress, 1st Session, May 27, 1856, 
p. 1305. 

242stewart, Joshua Giddings, p. 238. 

243 Leader, August 7, 1856, p. 2, September 11, 1856, p. 2; 
Mahoning County Register, July 10, 1856, p. 2. 

244Leader, September 11, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, October 
2, 1856, p. 4; Mahoning County Register, September 25, 1856, p. 2. 
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nominee. 245 Out of the country on a diplomatic assignment for several 

years, the Pennsylvanian was not intimately associated with the events 

that had divided the nation since the introduction of the Douglas Bill. 

Nevertheless, party strategists determined that Buchanan must assume the 

burdens created by his predecessor. 246 During the tumultuous campaign, 

Reserve leaders simply diverted to the Democratic nominee the political 

venom that they had for so long directed at Pierce. 

Throughout their brief career as members of the Republican Party, 

Reserve political leaders steadfastly combined the pursuit of public 

office with commitment to antislavery and free labor ideology. In 1856, 

the strategy developed by the Republican campaign managers reflected this 

revealing dichotomy. On the one hand, party leaders engaged in traditional 

political maneuvers that were designed exclusively to undermine and to 

discredit their opponents. For example, the Reserve Republican press 

continually defended Fremont against a constant stream of. Democratic 

accusations. 247 More importantly, Reserve editors, keenly aware of the 

sympathies of most of their readers, saturated the pages of their papers 

with sensational and biased accounts of warfare in Kansas and the latest 

developments relative to the Sumner-Brooks incident. 248 

2'4 5The 1856 presidential contest was a three man race between 
Fremont, Buchanan, and the American Party candidate, former president 
Millard Fillmore. Like the American gubernatorial nominee in 1855, 
Fillmore had practically no supporters ·within the Western Reserve. The 
American Party captured a mere 1.6% of the Reserve vote in the November 
election. 

246Leader, June 7, 1856, p. 2. 

247Leader, July 11, 1856, p. 
14, 1856, p. 2, August 21, 1856, p. 
1856, p. 4. 

2; Mahoning County Register, August 
2; Ashtabula Sentinel, July 31, 

248Ashtabula Sentinel, July 17, 1856, p. 4, September 18, 1856, 
p. 4; Mahoning County Register, May 25, 1856, p. 2. 



Occasionally, the astute Reserve citizen could detect amidst the 

deluge of political rhetoric the substantive principle of the Reserve 

Republican Party. Aside from mere personal ambition, party leaders were 

devoted to a northern belief system that glorified the concepts of 

individual freedom and free labor. On July 3, the editor of the Leader, 

infuriated by Democratic accusations in which members of his party were 

labelled as "Black Republicans" and Negro Worshippers", stated that the 

real issue was not the fate of blacks but rather whether " ... free labor 

shall be prostrated by the invasion of slaves". 249 Later in the same 

month, the Leader also noted that " ... capital that is invested in human 

sinews is desperately attempting to wrest from Free Labor, from all men 

who work for their living, a broad domain of free territory rightfully 

the inheritance of labor". 2 50 Despite the fact that the 1856 campaign 
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was characterized by wild accusations, name calling, and appeals to men's 

baser instincts, poignant doctrinal exposes were common in Reserve 

newspapers. 251 Such statements indicate that radical antislavery within 

the Reserve was neither a simple political device nor an exotic hobby. 

Just as Southerners feared for the survival of their institutions, Reserve 

partisans were convinced that the outcome of the presidential election 

would have a profound impact upon their daily 'lives. Stirred by this 

apprehension and motivated by the quest for political spoils, Reserve 

party officials continued to campaign with furious intensity during the . 

final months of the long contest. 

249Leader, July 3, 1856, p. 2. 

250rbid., July 11, 1856, p. 2. 

251 rbid., July 30, 1856, p. 2; Ashtabula Sentinel, October 9, 
1856, p. 1. 



In Ohio, congressional and local elections preceded the November 

presidential contest. In these preliminary October elections, 

Republicans captured a slightly disappointing total of thirteen out of 

a possible twenty one seats in the national legislature. 252 In the 

Western Reserve, the party's performance was more impressive, and the 

1856 victory margins were generally higher than those recorded in the 
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state and local contests of 1855. Much of the personal rivalry that had 

hindered party unity in 1854 and 1855 had dissipated by the fall of 1856. 

All five incumbent congressmen easily attained renomination in the 

district conventions. Giddings, the veteran who had nearly been 

dethroned by his rivals in the Twentieth District during 1854, was 

awarded another nomination by acclamation. 253 Secure in their positions 

within the Reserve Republican Party, all of these legislators routed 

·254 
their Democratic opponents in the fall elections. 

In the interval between the two elections, partisans in both 

camps accelerated their attempts to sway uncommitted voters. Leading 

the forces of the Administration, the Plain Dealer hurled slanderous 

epithets .against Fremont and advised Democrats to watch for "hair-lipped" 

Germans at the polling places. 255 The Republican press countered by 

praising the attributes of German Republicans, by documenting southern 

252National Era, October 23, 1856, p. 170. 

253Ashtabula Sentinel, August 21, 1856, p. 4; Mahoning County 
Register, August 21, 1856, p. 2; Leader, August 14, 1856, p. 2, 
September 19, 1856, p. 2. 

254Ashtabula Sentinel, October 16, 1856, p. 4; See also 
Appendix H. 

255Plain Dealer, October 4, 1856, p. 2, October 11, 1856, p. 2. 
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contempt for workingmen, and, above all, by stressing Democratic 

'b'l' f 256 responsi 1 ity or Kansas. 

On November 4, American voters elected James Buchanan as their 

fifteenth president, and they returned a Democratic majority to the House 

f t
. 257 

o Representa ives. Despite advance indications that the three vital 

states of Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Illinois would fall under Democratic 

control, many Reserve. Republicans had retained their characteristic 

optimism right up until election day.
258 

Stunned by their defeat, party 

leaders found consolation only in the knowledge that Ohio had remained 

within the Republican ranks. Specifically, voters within the Western 

Reserve were largely responsible for Fremont's triumph in their home 

state. The Republican ticket rolled up a majority of over 20,000 in the 

twelve Reserve counties, a figure that more than compensated for Fremont's 

4,500 vote deficit in the other portions of Ohio .-259 

The 1856 presidential contest marked the first significant setback 

suffered by the Reserve's political elite since the formation of the 

Republican Party. Undaunted, party leaders derived additional resolve 

from this defeat. Immediately after the returns had been certified, the 

Reserve's Republican journals denounced the "southern sympathizers" who 

had undermined the Republican campaign in those northern states that were 

260 
captured by Buchanan. Arguing that only four fr _ee states had been 

256Leader, October 28, 1856, p. 2, November 3, 1856, p. 2; 
Mahoning County Register, October 23, 1856, p. 2. 

257
In the House of Representatives during the 35t'h Congress (1857 -

1859), there were 128 Democrats, 92 Republicans, and 14 Americans. 

258Plain Dealer, October 16, 1856, p. 2; Leader, October 7, 
1856, p. 2. 

259see Appendix H. 

260Leader, November 8, 1856, p. 2, November 15, 1856, p. 2. 
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carried by the Democrats, Reserve partisans and editors vowed to renew 

their crusade until the national government was liberated from the clutches 

of the slaveholders. 261 In words that best described the frustration as 

well as the reborn determination of Reserve Repub~icans, editor William 

Howells stated in the Ashtabula Sentinel on November 13, 1856: "Let 

Republicans steadily pursue their present course; keep up their organiza-

tions; carry every election they can; relax no effort; but fight every end 

of ground with slavery; and victory will come as surely as God is on the 

side of right 11
•
262 For the next decade, Reserve political leaders, 

driven by fear of the South, by religious conviction, and by the lure of 

public office, would continue to promulgate the cause of antislavery before 

a troubled and weary nation. 

261 rbid., November 17, 1856, p. 2; Giddings to the People of the 
20th Congressional District of Ohio, in Ashtabula Sentinel, November 20, 
1856, pp. 4 - 5. 

262Ashtabula Sentinel, November 13, 1856, p. 4. 



CHAPTER VI 

RADICALISM, POLITICAL EXPEDIENCY,AND THE 

RESERVE REPUBLICAN PARTY 

90 

Significantly, the politicians and editors who dominated the 

public life of the Western Reserve had responded to the defeat of Fremont 

with a new spirit of defiance. Although they were dismayed that an 

opportunity to defeat the Democratic Administration had been squandered, 

Republican officials were fully aware that their organization had made 

tremendous progress in many northeastern Ohio communities within the 

brief span of two years. The feuding Whig and Free Soil factions had been 

combined into a strong political party. Democrats, who in 1853 had posed 

such a serious threat to the Reserve's entrenched political elite, had 

been repulsed by voters in all twelve counties by comfortable margins. 

The region's inhabitants, sharing fully the hopes and fears of the Republi

can hierarchy, had given their leaders a splendid vote of confidence by 

their overwhelming electoral support for the newcomer Fremont. 

The Reserve Republican leaders, consisting of a small cadre of 

politicians and editors who had formerly been active in the Free Soil and 

Whig organizations, were primarily responsible for the impressive accom

plishments of the young party. Effective propagandists and clever 

organizers, members of this elite proselytized the doctrine of political 

antislavery, and they skillfully constructed the local party units that 

carried the Republican candidates to victory on all levels of government. 

In essence, the ability of Reserve Republican leaders to blend 

antislavery fervor with practical politics accounted for the party's 
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meteoric ascension within the Reserv e. Politicians in the weste rn world 

have long been plagued by discrepancies between morality and political 

expediency, but Reserve decision-makers were spared such a dilemma during 

the turbulent 1850's. Like the vast majority of their constituents, the 

Reserve political leaders were immersed in the ideology of free labor. In 

this belief system, the slave society of the South became an aggressive 

enemy that was constantly endeavoring to rob the northern citizenry of 

their God-given rights. Most Reserve inhabitants looked upon resistance 

to such a foe, especially in the form of attempts to preserve the western 

territories, as a sacred duty. Regardless of their own motivations, 

Reserve politicians could reasonably expect that a sizeable majority of 

their constituents would endorse any policy that purported to impede the 

designs of the "slave power". 

Certain that a course which stressed resistance to slavery was 

both desirable and feasible, the Reserve elite emphasized antislavery above 

all else during the decisive years between 1854 and 1856. In 1854, 

decision-makers in both the Whig and Free Soil camps called upon their 

followers to forsake old party affiliations and beseeched them to merge 

into a new antislavery organization. During 1855, the most prominent 

Reserve politicians and editors waged a fierce and, ultimately, successful 

struggle against nativism, the sinister force that threatened to undermine 

the antislavery foundations of the Ohio Republican Party. Finally, in 

1856, Reserve politicians and editors, convinced that victory was within 

their grasp, portrayed the highly suspect John C. Fremont as an ardent 

foe of slavery and as a .staunch defender of free labor and the rights of 

the North. 



At the 1856 Republican conve ntion, Reserve partisans discovered 

that their philosophies were deemed unacceptable by the majority of the 

country's Republicans. In the years between the defeat of Fremont and 
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the Civil War, the influence of the Reserve party leaders would decline 

further as the more moderate elements rose to positions of leadership 

within the national party hierarchy. The pragmatic Benjamin Wade remained 

one of the party's most gifted spokesmen, but the majority of Reserve 

Republicans, including the veteran Joshua Giddings, were relegated to 

political obscurity by a new breed of party officials who favored a much 

more cautious program of non-extension. 

Despite such misfortune, Reserve politicians made significant 

contributions to the development of the Republican Party on the local, 

state, and national levels during the formative years of the mid-1850's. 

By constructing solid party organizations in the towns and villages, 

Reserve leaders insured themselves of loyal electoral support for many 

decades. By vigorously resisting the Know-Nothing movement during 1855, 

Reserve partisans prevented the assimilation of Ohio Republicans into the 

intolerant nativist organizations. By enthusiastically supporting the 

candidacy of Fremont in 1856, Reserve inhabitants made possible the 

adventurer's triumph in Ohio and, in the process, they provided the 

national Republican Party with an important moral victory in an otherwise 

disastrous political campaign. Finally, Reserve Republicans helped to 

keep intact the political antislavery movement. In state and national 

conventions during this era, Reserve leaders relentlessly condemned the 

machinations of Southerners, and they constantly reminded their northern 

brethren of their obligation to protect free labor society from encroach

ment by the slaveholders. Without question, the Reserve Republicans' 
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obsession with antislavery, a trait which they shared with other segments 

of the northern population, precluded sectional compromise and did nothing 

to impede the arrival of what virtually every northeastern Ohio politician 

described as the "irrepressible conflict", 

For the past century, scholars have liberally applied the 

designation "radical" to Giddings, the Wades, and most other Reserve 

Republicans. Historians have assigned a wide variety of meanings to this 

frequently overworked term. Quite often, authors have portrayed Republican 

radicals as abolitionists, but such a description is completely inappro

priate. During the 1850's, all members of the political antislavery 

movement, unlike the extremist Garrisonians, steadfastly denied that they 

intended to interfere with slavery within the borders of the southern 

states. Like their counterparts throughout the North, Reserve Republicans 

were dedicated exclusively to the prevention of the extension of slavery. 

Recognizing this distinction between abolitionists and advocates of 

political antislavery, Eric Foner has provided researchers with a more 

practical definition of radicalism. In his view, radicals consisted of 

those Republicans who persistently refused to compromise with the South 

over the issue of slavery. 263 Under these terms, Reserve Republicans 

could safely be classified as radicals. During the mid-1850's, the 

Reserve party leaders did accept moderate platforms at state and national 

conventions, and they did support cand~dates whose views on the slavery 

question were not entirely acceptable. However, such essential political 

compromises were always made with their northern partners. On no occasion 

did any Reserve figure ever suggest that an accommodation could be reached 

263Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, p. 104. 
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with the South on the vital topic of the fate of the western territories. 

Instead, Reserve politicians and their associates, the newspaper editors, 

constantly denounced slavery as an immoral institution and vowed to grasp 

from the hands of the slaveholding oligarchs the political power that, in 

their opinion, rightfully belonged to the free men of the North. 

Racial attitudes have also been widely used as an index of 

radicalism. If modern egalitarian philosophy is utilized as the criterion, 

Reserve Republicans cannot be labeled as radicals. The small black 

population of the Reserve diminished the opportunity for displays of overt 

racial antagonism, but Reserve inhabitants shared many of the prejudices 

h . h t h t . l 'd t 264 
w ic were common o t e ypica mi wes erner. A small but nevertheless 

important portion of the resistance to the Douglas Bill within north-

eastern Ohio was based on the premise that the measure would "Africanize" 

the territories and convert them into "dumping grounds" for southern 

slaves. 265 As late as the 1850's, prominent leaders, including Joshua 

Giddings, approved colonization schemes as long as such enterprises were 

kept strictly voluntary. 266 Sensitive to Democratic accusations that 

linked the Republicans to blacks, the Reserve press stated in no uncertain 

terms that the crusade to save the western territories was being conducted 

exclusively for the benefit of northern white men and their posterity. 267 

264
Eugene H. Berwanger, The Frontier Against Slavery, Western Anti

Negro Prejudice and the Slavery Extension Controversy (Urbana: University 
of Illinois Press, 1967), p. 34. 

265Mahoning Free Democrat, March 1, 1854, p. 2. 

266Berwanger, Frontier Against Slavery, p. 
1854, p. 2; Filler, Crusade Against Slavery, p. 

132; 
225. 

267Berwanger, Frontier Against Slavery, p. 130. 

Leader, August 25, 
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At the same time, Reserve Republicans, especially members of the 

political elite, occasionally demonstrated a more enlightened racial 

policy. Although they balked at proclaiming the black man a so~ial equal, 

Reserve leaders asserted that he was entitled to the protection of the 

Constitution. 268 The Western Reserve had steadfastly opposed the state's 

black exclusion laws, and Giddings, Benjamin Wade, and many other public 

269 officials had advocated black suffrage. The contempt of Reserve 

politicians for the fugitive slave laws has become legendary. More signi-

ficant, perhaps, was the assistance that Giddings, the Wades, and lesser 

known leaders gave to free blacks who were attempting to reclaim their 

270 families from slavery. Because most inhabitants had little sympathy 

for the plight of blacks, such manifestations of kindness can not simply 

be dismissed as politicians attempting to secure votes. More likely, the 

members of the Reserve elite felt a strong obligation to provide for the 

victims of the pernicious institution of slavery, a people who were, in 

the words of Benjamin Wade, " ... despised by all, repudiated by all, out

casts upon the face of the earth, without any fault of theirs that I 

know of" •·271 Although such paternalism might justifiably incur the wrath 

268congressional Globe, 33rd Congress, 1st Session, February 6, 
1854, p. 339, February 28, 1854, p. 504; Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, p. 
291. 

269 ·1 bo Foner, Free Soi, Free La r, pp. 281 - 283; Berwanger, 
Frontier Against Slavery, p. 44. 

270Ashtabula Sentinel, March 13, 1856, p. 4; True American 
June 27, 1855, p. 2; On several occasions during Congressional recesses, 
Giddings and the Wades presided at meetings in which funds were raised to 
aid local free blacks who were attempting to purchase the freedom of 
relatives who were still confined as slaves. 

271 congressional Globe, Appendix, 36th Congress, 1st Session, 
March 7, 1860, p. 154. 
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of modern man, such sentiments typified the racial thought of Reserve 

Republicans. In the world of the mid-nineteenth century, their position 

on race, like their stance in politics, was advanced and, indeed, radical. 

In a final analysis, the accomplishments and the failures of the 

politicians and editors who forged the Republican Party have been obscured 

by the western Reserve's reputation as a fortress of antislavery and 

abolitionism. To this day, esteemed scholars have accepted these stereo

types and have failed to subject Reserve politics to a meticulous 

examination. Such an oversight - is most unfortunate, for the multi-talented 

founders of the region's Republican Party have much to offer historians who 

are seeking a more precise explanation for the revolutionary developments 

in national politics during the decade before the Civil War. 
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APPENDIX B 

RESERVE FOREIGN BORN AND FREE BLACKS 

Foreign Born 1850 1860 

Total Foreign Total Foreign 
County Population Born _'/,_ Population Born _'/,_ 

Ashtabula .28, 767 1,120 4.0 31,814 1,793 5.7 
Cuyahoga 48,099 14,495 30.0 78,033 28,809 37. 0 
Erie 18,568 4,052 21. 0 24,474 6,463 24.7 
Geauga 17,827 579 3.0 15,817 734 4.6 
Huron 26,203 1,750 6.6 29,616 4,132 14.0 
Lake 14,654 993 6.7 15,576 1,511 9.7 
Lorain 26,086 3,619 13 .8 29,744 5,030 16.9 
Mahoning 23,735 2,033 8.6 25,894 3,221 12.4 
Medina 24,441 2,041 8.3 22,517 1,816 8.0 
Portage 24,419 1,832 7.5 24,208 2,207 9.1 
Summit 27,485 2,740 10.0 27,344 3,481 12.7 
Trumbull 30,490 1,761 5.7 30,656 3,120 10.l 

Free Blacks 1850 1860 

Total · Free Total Free 
County Population Blacks _'/,_ Population Blacks _'/,_ 

Ashtabula 28,767 43 0.1 31,814 25 0.01 
Cuyahoga 48,099 359 0.7 78,033 894 1.1 
Erie 18,568 202 1.0 24,474 149 0.6 
Geauga 17,827 7 0.01 15,817 7 0.01 
Huron 26,203 39 0.1 29,616 79 0.2 
Lake . 14,654 38 0.2 15,576 36 0.2 
Lorain 26,086 264 1.0 29,744 549 1.8 
Mahoning 23,735 90 0.3 25,894 61 0.2 
Medina 24,441 35 0.1 22,517 38 0.1 
Portage 24,419 58 0 .-2 24,208 76 0.3 
Summit 27,485 121 0.4 27,344 88 0.3 
Trumbull 30,490 65 0.2 30,656 80 0.2 

SOURCE: Census of the United States, 1850 and 1860. 
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APPENDIX C 

1853 GUBERNATORIAL ELECTION IN THE WESTERN RESERVE 

Free Soil Whig Democrat 
County Lewis '/, Barrere '/, Medill '/, 

Ashtabula 2,103 50.8 1,186 28.6 844 20.4 
Cuyahoga 2,345 35.3 1,206 18.l 3,081 46.4 
Erie 403 16.2 873 35.3 1,197 48.4 
Geauga 1,322 54.8 586 24.3 503 20.8 
Huron 1,277 31. 2 1,108 27. 0 1,705 41. 6 
Lake 1,016 55.0 393 21. 2 437 23.6 
Lorain 1,918 50.6 648 17.0 1,224 32.2 
Mahoning 1,004 36.5 381 13 .8 1,360 49.5 
Medina 1,147 33.0 907 26.1 1,420 40.8 
Portage 1,222 30.0 682 16.7 2,160 53.l 
Summit 1,466 40.4 709 19.5 1,452 40.0 
Trumbull 1,047 24.6 1,165 27.4 2,028 47.8 

Totals · 16, '270 37.3 9,844 22.6 17,411 40.0 

SOUOCE: National Era (Washington) , November 31, 1853, p. 174. 
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18th 

19th 

20th 
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APPENDIX D 

WESTER,N RESERVE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS IN 1854 

13 

Counties 

Erie, Huron, 
Morrow, Richland 

Lorain, Medina, 
Ashland, Wayne 

Portage, Stark, 
Summit 

Cuyahoga, Lake, 
Geauga 

14 

Ashtabula, Mahoning, 
Trumbull 

19 

18 

Anti-Nebraska 

John Sherman 

Philemon Bliss 

Benjamin Leiter 

Edward Wade 

Joshua Giddings 

20 

Candidates 
Democrat 

William Lindsley 

Harvey Johnson 

Ebenezar Spalding 

Eli Wilder 

Eusebius Lee 



APPENDIX E 

BALLOTING FOR NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, TWENTIETH 

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT CONVENTION 

The delegates assembled at Johnston, Trumbull County on 

August 15, 1854. In order to receive the nomination, a candidate 

was required to attain a simple majority of the votes cast. 

Candidates 

Joshua Giddings (Ashtabula) 

Milton Sutliff (Trumbull) 

Robert Taylor (Mahoning) 

John Hutchins (Trumbull) 

Ballots 1 

40 

10 

16 

17 

2 

40 

14 

6 

24 

3 

40 

17 

27 

4 

42 

7 

35 

5 

43 

1 

40 

SOURCE: Mahoning Free Democrat (Youngstown), August 16, 1854, 
p. 3; Western Reserve Chronicle (Warren), August 16, 1854, p. 2. 
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APPENDIX F 

1854 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION RESULTS 

Anti-Nebraska Democrat 

Total ' 'I, Total 'I, 

13th District John Sherman William Lindsley 

Erie 1,688 58.5 1,195 41. 5 
Huron 2,817 68. 0 1,317 32.0 
Morrow 1,852 57. 6 1,359 42.4 
Richland 2,260 54.0 1,923 46.0 

8,617 59.7 5,794 40.3 

14th District Philemon Bliss Harvey Johnson 

Lorain 2 I 367 67.8 1,124 32.8 
MedLna 2,239 66.6 1,320 33.4 
Ashland 1,600 50.7 1,553 49.3 
Wayne 2,582 55.8 2 I {)44 44.2 

8,788 59.2 6,041 40.8 

18th District Benjamin Leiter Ebenezar Spalding 

Portage 2 I 779 64.0 1,560 36.0 
Stark 3,578 61,0 2,269 39.0 
Summit 2,381 66.0 1,224 34.0 

8,738 63.3 5,053 36. 7 

19th District Edward Wade Eli Wilder 

Cuyahoga 4,826 69.0 2,168 31. 0 
Geauga 1,626 75.0 540 25.0 
Lake 1,247 75.6 401 24.4 

7,699 71,2 3,109 28.8 

20th District Joshua Giddings Eusebius Lee 

Ashtabula 2,546 77 .3 747 22.7 
Trumbull 2,719 63.l 1,445 45.9 
Mahoning 1,707 54.1 1,445 36.9 

6,972 65.1 3,637 34.9 

SOURCE: Joseph Smith, History of the Republican Party in 
Ohio, I, p. 29. 
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APPENDIX G 

1855 GUBERNATORIAL ELECTION RESULTS 

CHASE MEDILL TRIMBLE 

County Total '/, Total '/, Total '/, 

Ashtabula 3,772 76 845 17 341 7 
Cuyahoga 3,945 53 3,073 41 463 6 
Erie 1,564 57 1,123 41 68 2 
Geauga 1,816 79 396 17 90 4 
Huron 2,295 62 1,277 35 134 3 
Lake 1,640 76 498 23 23 1 
Lorain 2,693 74 895 25 24 1 
Mahoning 1,592 51 1,492 47 60 2 
Medina 2,032 57 l,5ll 42 15 1 
Portage 2,660 59 1,862 41 10 0.2 
Summit 2,242 62 1,215 37 158 4 
Trumbull 3,109 67 1,474 32 31 1 

Western Reserve .. 29 ) 085 63 15,659 34 1,459 3 

Ohio . 146;643 48 131,592 43 24,250 8 

Chase Margin (est.) Fusion Gain or Loss 

Ashtabula 2,927 + 640 
Cuyahoga · 873 -1,900 
Erie 441 200 
Geauga 1,420 + 200 
Huron 1,000 600 
Lake 1,145 + 250 
Lorain 2,000 + 640 
Mahoning 100 124 

·Medina 525 350 
Portage 798 390 
Summit 1,027 200 
Trumbull 902 + 290 

SOURCE: Summit Be acon (Akron), November 7, 1855, p. 2; 
Republican Sentinel (Canfield), October 19, 1855, p. 2. 
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APPENDIX H 

1856 CONGRESSIONAL AND PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION RESULTS 

Congressional 

13th District 

John Sherman (R) 
Herman Brumback (D) 

18th District 

Benjamin Leiter (R) 
Samuel Lahm (D) 

20th District 

Joshua Giddings (R) 
Matthew Birchard (D) 

Presidential 

Ohio 

Western Reserve 

Fremont 

Total 

Ashtabula 5,108 
Cuyahoga 6,680 
Erie 2,258 
Geauga 2,694 
Huron 3,468 
Lake 2,371 
Lorain 3,604 
Mahoning 2,3 23 
Medina 2,365 
Portage 2 ,983 
Summit 3,185 
Trumbull 4,049 

41,358 

Total _t_ 

9,926 58.4 
7,065 41.6 

9,394 58.0 
6,794 42.0 

9,567 66.6 
4,793 33.4 

Fremont 
Buchanan 
Fillmore 

_t_ 

80.6 
58.4 
60.8 
80.9 
66.3 
78.0 
70.8 
54.l 
62.2 
58. 9 
63.6 
67.6 
65.9 

14th District Total 

Philemon Bliss (R) 10,414 
Leander Firestone (D) 7,617 

19th District 

Edward Wade (R) 9,431 
Richard Hilliard (D) 4,467 

Total _t_ 

187,497 48.5 
170,874 44.2 

28,126 7.2 

Buchanan Fillmore 

Total _ t_ Total 

975 15.3 252 
4,446 40.0 296 
1,377 37.l 75 

575 17.2 58 

~' 709 32.6 54 
628 19.3 39 

1,429 28 .0 54 
1,937 45.l 29 
1,572 37.l 28 
2,072 40.9 6 
1,746 34.8 74 
1,920 3 2 .0 18 

20,386 32.5 983 

104 

_t_ 

57. 7. 
42.3 

67.8 
32.2 

_t _ 

4.0 
1.6 
2.1 
1.9 
1.1 
2.7 
l. 2 
0.8 
0.7 
0.01 
1.6 
0.4 
1.6 

SOURCE: Joseph Smith, Historx of the ReEublican PartJ in Ohio, I, 
p. 66; Mahoning Count:t Register (Youngstown) , December 4, 1856, p. 2. 
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NOTE ON SOURCES 

Much of the correspondence of Reserve political leaders is not 

extant. The papers of three prominent Reserve citizens, Joel Blakeslee, 

Albert Gallatin Riddle, and Elisha Whittlesey, have been preserved at the 

Western Reserve Historical Society, but, unfortunately, these collections 

do not contain material relevant to Reserve politics during the mid-1850's. 

Housed in the Ohio Historical Society, the papers of Joshua R. Giddings 

yield surprisingly little information about political developments during 

this crucial era. 

Newspapers have thus become indispensable sources for any exami

nation of Western Reserve politics in the ante-bellum period. With the 

exception of the Cleveland daily papers (Plain Dealer, Leader, and Herald), 

all Reserve journals were published once a week. In almost every case, 

the editors were members of the small group of luminaries who directed 

the public life of Reserve communities. Under these circumstances, the 

newspapers usually functioned as organs for the local political parties. 

In the village of Jefferson, the Ashtabula Sentinel, a quite radical paper 

with a wide circulation throughout the Western Reserve, served as the 

mouthpiece for its corresponding editor, Joshua Giddings. At the other 

extreme, the influential Cleveland Plain Dealer, edited by postmaster 

John Gray, could always be expected to endorse the viewpoints of the 

Pierce Administration. 

The Sentinel and the Plain Dealer were also two of the region's 

more stable newspapers. During the period between 1854 and 1856, many of 

the Reserve journals changed ownership, and several significantly altered 

their philosophies. The following chart contains a list of the Reserve 
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Republican papers that were utilized in this study. Where appropriate, 

name changes and fluctuations in political sentiment have been provided. 

RESERVE REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPERS 

Legend 
Whig ... 
Free Soil 
Nativist. 
Antislavery Republican. 
Moderate Republican 

Cuyahoga County 

Cleveland 

1854 

Forest City Democrat - Leader 
(FS) (AR) 

Herald 
(W) 

Ashtabula County 

Jefferson 

Ashtabula Sentinel 
(FS) 

Conneaut 

Reporter 
(W) 

Trumbull ·County 

Warren 

(MR) 

...: (AR) 

(MR) 

Western Reserve Chronicle 
(FS) (AR) 

Mahoning County 

Youngstown 

1855 

w 
FS 
N 

AR 
. MR 

1856 

Mahoning Free Democrat 
(FS) (AR) 

True -American - Mahoning County Register 
- (N) - (AR) 

Portage County 

Ravenna 

Portage County Democrat 
(FS) (AR) - (N) - (AR) 
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